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Abstract—A mathematical topology with matrix is a natural
representation of a coding relational structure that is found
in many fields of the world. Matrices are very important in
computation of real applications, s ce matrices are easy saved in
computer and run quickly, as well as matrices are convenient to
deal with communities of current networks, such as Laplacian
matrices, adjacent matrices in graph theory. Motivated from
convenient, useful and powerful matrices used in computation
and investigation of today’s networks, we have introduced
Topcode-matrices, which are matrices of order 3× q and differ
from popular matrices applied in linear algebra and computer
science. Topcode-matrices can use numbers, letters, Chinese
characters, sets, graphs, algebraic groups etc. as their elements.
One important thing is that Topcode-matrices of numbers can
derive easily number strings, since number strings are text-based
passwords used in information security. Topcode-matrices can be
used to describe topological graphic passwords (Topsnut-gpws)
used in information security and graph connected properties
for solving some problems coming in the investigation of Graph
Networks and Graph Neural Networks proposed by GoogleBrain
and DeepMind. Our topics, in this article, are: Topsnut-matrices,
Topcode-matrices, Hanzi-matrices, adjacency ve-value matrices
and pan-Topcode-matrices, and some connections between these
Topcode-matrices will be proven. We will discuss algebraic
groups obtained from the above matrices, graph groups, graph
networking groups and number string groups for encrypting
different communities of dynamic networks. The operations and
results on our matrices help us to set up our overall security
mechanism to protect networks.
Keywords—Graph theory; coding matrix; topological ma-
trix; Abelian additive group; network security.
I. INTRODUCTION
“Since the quantum revolution, we have become increas-
ingly aware that our world is not continuous, but discrete.
We should look at the world by algebra of view.” said by
Xiaogang Wen, a member of Academician of the National
Academy of Sciences in [1]. Graphs are natural representations
for encoding relational structures that are encountered in many
domains (Ref. [2]). These are our ideas to write this article.
A. Investigation background
The calculation of graph structure data is widely used in
various fields, such as molecular analysis of computational bi-
ology and chemistry, analysis of natural language understand-
ing, or graph structure analysis of knowledge map, etc. (Ref.
[2]). Cryptography is useful and important to the security of
today’s networks. Graphical passwords (GPWs) were proposed
for a long tim (Ref. [8], [9], [10]), especially, two-dimension
codes are popular and powerful used in the world. Another
type of GPWs is Topsnut-gpw (the abbreviation of “Graphical
passwords based on the idea of topological structure plus
number theory”) that was proposed first by Wang et al. in
[11] and [12].
Topsnut-gpws differ from the existing GPWs, because of
they can be expressed by popular matrices (Ref. [6]). Matrices
are useful and powerful for saving graphs and solving many
systems of linear equations, as known. However, a remarkable
advantage of Topsnut-gpws is easily to produce Text-based
passwords (TB-paws), since the application of TB-paws are
in fashion of information networks. Six Topsnut-gpws (a)-(f)
are shown in Fig.1.
In general, matrices are very important in computation of
real applications, since matrices are easy saved in computer
and run quickly, as well as matrices are convenient to deal with
communities of current networks. An successful example is
Laplacian matrix, also known as admittance matrix, Kirchhoff
matrix or discrete Laplacian operator, that is mainly used in
graph theory as a matrix representation of a graph.
A (p, q)-graph G with vertex set V (G) = {u1, u2, . . . , up}
and q edges has its own adjacent matrix A(G) = (aij)p×p
with aij = 1 if ui is adjacent to uj , otherwise aij = 0 and
aii = 0; its degree matrix DG = (dij)p×p, dij = 0 if i 6= j,
otherwise dii is equal to the degree degG(ui) of vertex ui.
Then G has its own Laplacian matrix as follows
L(G) = (lij)p×p = DG −A(G)
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with lij = dij − aij . Moreover, a symmetric normalized
Laplacian matrix is defined as
Lsym = (lsymij )p×p = (DG)
−1/2L (DG)−1/2
= I − (DG)−1/2A(G)(DG)−1/2
with lsymij = 1 if i = j and degG(ui) 6= 0; and
lsymij = −
1√
degG(ui) · degG(uj)
if i 6= j and ui is adjacent with uj ; otherwise lsymij = 0.
However, our matrices that will be introduced here differ from
Laplacian matrices and adjacent matrices.
Before starting our topic in this article, let us see an example
shown in a matrix (1) and Fig.1. There are six Topsnut-gpws
(a)-(f) pictured in Fig.1, in which each of (b)-(f) Topsnut-
gpw admits a splitting odd-edge-magic coloring, except (a)
that admits an odd-edge-magic total labelling. Clearly, the
topological structure of each of these six Topsnut-gpws is not
isomorphic to any one of others. However, each of these six
Topsnut-gpws can be expressed by the matrix A shown in (1).
It is not difficult to see that the Topsnut-gpw (a) in Fig.1 can
be split into nine edges, in other word, the matrix A derives
disconnected and connected Topsnut-gpws more than six. On
the other hands, we can use the matrix A shown in (1) as
a public key, and users provided six Topsnut-gpws (a)-(f) as
private keys in real application. Such one-vs-more technique
increase the offensive difficulty and huge times of deciphering
passwords in order to drive attackers out of networks.
A =
 7 5 7 1 5 1 1 1 11 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17
18 18 14 18 12 14 12 10 8
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Fig. 1. (a)-(f) are Topsnut-gpws with (splitting) odd-edge-magic
colorings and corresponding the Topcode-matrix A, where (a) has
no perfect matching, (f) has a perfect matching.
We call the matrix A shown in (1) a topological coding
matrix (Topcode-matrix) with q = 9 according to the follow-
ing Definition 4. The above example derives the following
questions:
Que-1. What properties do Topcode-matrices have?
Que-2. Does each Topcode-matrix derive a graph?
Que-3. What operations exist on Topcode-matrices?
Que-4. What applications do Topcode-matrices have?
In [3], the authors ask for: (1) Where do the graphs come
from that graph networks operate over? Moreover, many
underlying graph structures are much more sparse than a fully
connected graph, and it is an open question how to induce this
sparsity. (2) How to adaptively modify graph structures during
the course of computation?
So we will do graphical study on various matrices men-
tioned here for exploring the above problems and “the in-
terpretability of the behavior of graph networks” proposed
in [3], in which one type of matrices can be considered as
mathematical models of Chinese characters, since “If there
is a country in the world, every word of her can become a
poem, a painting, then there must be Chinese characters”.
Furthermore, we will build up systems of linear equations
as mathematical models of Chinese characters here, another
mathematical models of Chinese characters was studied in
[17]. Most of topics here need readers have learned basic
knowledge of linear algebra and graph theory.
B. Preliminary
In this article, we use the following notation and terminol-
ogy, the others no mentioned can be found in [6]. To be more
precise, we define these terms as:
Term-1. Particular sets. The notation [a, b] indicates a set
{a, a + 1, . . . , b} for two integers a, b with respect to range
b > a ≥ 0, [s, t]o indicates another set {s, s + 2, . . . , t} for
two odd numbers s, t falling into t > s ≥ 1. Moreover, Sk,d =
{k, k+d, k+2d, . . . , k+(q−1)d} and S2k,2d = {2k+2d, 2k+
4d, 2k + 6d, . . . , 2k + 2qd} with integers k, d ≥ 1 and q ≥ 2.
Term-2. Networks/graphs. A network, also, is a graph in
mathematics. A (p, q)-graph has p vertices and q edges.
Term-3. Neighbor set and vertex degree. The symbol
Nei(u) stands for the set of all neighbors of a vertex u, thus,
the number degG(u) = |Nei(u)| is called the degree of u,
where |S| is the cardinality of elements of s set S.
Term-4. Leaves. A leaf x is a vertex of degree one, also,
x is called a appended vertex of y ∈ Nei(x) = {y}.
Term-5. Sets of sets. Let S be a set, The set of all
subsets is denoted as S2 = {X : X ⊆ S}, and S2
contains no empty set at all. For example, a set S =
{a, b, c, d, e}, so S2 has its own elements {a}, {b}, {c},
{d}, {e}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {a, d}, {a, e}, {b, c}, {b, d}, {b, e},
{c, d}, {c, e}, {d, e}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d}, {a, b, e}, {a, c, d},
{a, c, e}, {a, d, e}, {b, c, d}, {b, c, e}, {a, b, c, d}, {a, b, c, e},
{a, c, d, e}, {b, c, d, e} and {a, b, c, d, e}.
Definition 1. ([7], [22], [23]) Suppose that a bipartite (p, q)-
graph G with partition (X,Y ) admits a vertex labelling
f : V (G) → [0, 2q − 1] (resp. [0, q]), such that every edge
uv is labeled as f(uv) = |f(u) − f(v)| holding f(E(G)) =
[1, 2q − 1]o (resp. [1, q]), we call f an odd-graceful labelling
of G. Furthermore, if f holds max{f(x) : x ∈ X} <
2
min{f(y) : y ∈ Y } (fmax(X) < fmin(Y ) for short), then
f is called a set-ordered odd-graceful labelling (resp. a set-
ordered graceful labelling). 2
Definition 2. [18] Suppose that a connected (p, q)-graph G
admits a coloring f : V (G) → [0, q] (resp. [0, 2q − 1]), such
that f(u) = f(v) for some pairs of vertices u, v ∈ V (G), and
the edge label set f(E(G)) = {f(uv) = |f(u)−f(v)| : uv ∈
E(G)} = [1, q] (resp. [1, 2q− 1]o), then we call f a splitting
graceful coloring (resp. splitting odd-graceful coloring). 2
In general, we have the following definition of splitting -
colorings:
Definition 3. ∗ A connected (p, q)-graph G admits a coloring
f : S → [a, b], where S ⊆ V (G) ∪ E(G), and there exist
f(u) = f(v) for some distinct vertices u, v ∈ V (G), and the
edge label set f(E(G)) holds an -condition, so we call f a
splitting -coloring of G. 2
Some connected graphs admitting splitting odd-edge-magic
colorings are shown in Fig.1 (b)-(f).
II. TOPCODE-MATRICES AND OTHER MATRICES
In this section, we will work on the following two topics:
(A) Particular matrices: (i) Topsnut-matrices; (ii) Topcode-
matrices; (iii) Hanzi-matrices; (iv) Adjacency ve-value matri-
ces.
(B) Groups on the above four classes of matrices, and
number string groups.
A. Topcode-matrices
We are motivated from Topsnut-matrices made by Topsnut-
gpws, and define a general concept, called Topcode-matrices.
1) Concept of Topcode-matrices:
Definition 4. ∗ A Topcode-matrix (topological coding matrix)
is defined as
Tcode =
 x1 x2 · · · xqe1 e2 · · · eq
y1 y2 · · · yq
 =
 XE
Y

3×q
= (X E Y )T3×q
(2)
where v-vector X = (x1 x2 · · · xq), e-vector E = (e1 e2
· · · eq), and v-vector Y = (y1 y2 · · · yq) consist of integers
ei, xi and yi for i ∈ [1, q]. We say the Topcode-matrix Tcode
to be evaluated if there exists a function f such that ei =
f(xi, yi) for i ∈ [1, q], and call xi and yi to be the ends of
ei. 2
In Definition 4, we collect all different elements in two
v-vectors X and Y into a set (XY )∗, and all of different
elements in the e-vector E into a set E∗, as well as xi 6=
yi with i ∈ [1, q]. Moreover, graphs have their own incident
matrices like Topcode-matrices defined in Definition 4 (Ref.
[6]).
A similar concept, Topsnut-matrix, was introduced in [14],
[15], [16] for studying Topsnut-gpws and producing TB-paws.
Pru¨fer Code is a part of Topcode-matrices and can be used to
prove Cayley’s formula τ(Kn) = nn−2, where τ(Kn) is the
number of spanning trees in a complete graph Kn (Ref. [6]).
We point that Topcode-matrices mentioned here differ from
adjacent matrices of graphs of graph theory. For example, the
Topcode-matrix (1) describes two Topsnut-gpws (A) and (B)
shown in Fig.2, but it differs from any one of two adjacent
matrices shown in Fig.2. An adjacent matrix corresponds a
unique graph, however a Topcode-matrix may correspond two
or more graphs (Topsnut-gpws). It is easy to see that we need
more spaces to save adjacent matrices in computer. We observe
a fact as follows:
Theorem 1. If a Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in Definition 4
corresponds a connected Topsnut-gpw not being a tree, then
Tcode corresponds at least two Topsnut-gpws or more.
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(A)
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
              
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(B)
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
                 
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Fig. 2. Two Topsnut-gpws (A),(B) and their adjacent matrices.
2) Particular sub-Topcode-matrices: (1) Perfect match-
ing. If we have a subset ES = {ei1 , ei2 , . . . , eim} ⊂ E∗ in a
Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in Definition 4, and there exists
w ∈ (XY )∗ to be not a common end of eij and eit of ES , and
the set of all ends of ES is just equal to (XY )∗, then we call
ES a perfect matching of Tcode, and (XS ES YS)T a perfect
matching sub-Topcode-matrix of Tcode. The Topcode-matrix
A shown in (1) has a perfect matching ES = {5, 7, 9, 15, 17},
and a perfect matching sub-Topcode-matrix as follows
Ap =
 1 7 1 5 117 5 7 9 15
8 14 18 12 10
 (3)
(2) Complete Topcode-matrices. If any xi ∈ (XY )∗
matches with each yj ∈ (XY )∗ \ {xi} such that xi, yj are
the ends of some eij ∈ E∗ in a Topcode-matrix Tcode defined
in Definition 4, and q = p(p−1)2 with p = |(XY )∗|, we say
Tcode a complete Topcode-matrix.
(3) Clique Topcode-matrices. Let T ′code be a proper sub-
Topcode-matrix of Tcode defined in Definition 4. If T ′code is
3
a complete Topcode-matrix, we call T ′code a clique Topcode-
matrix.
(4) Paths and cycles in Topcode-matrices. Notice that xi
and yi are the ends of ei in Tcode defined in Definition 4.
We define two particular phenomenons in Topcode-matrices:
If there are ei1 , ei2 , . . . , eim ∈ E∗ in Tcode, such that eij and
eij+1 with j ∈ [1,m − 1] have a common end wij holding
wis 6= wit for s 6= t and 1 ≤ s, t ≤ m. Then Tcode has a path,
denote this path as
P (x′i1 → y′im) = x′i1ei1wi1ei2wi2 · · · eim−1wim−1eimy′im
where x′i1 is an end of ei1 , and y
′
im
is an end of eim , x
′
i1
6= y′im ,
x′i1 6= wij and y′im 6= wij with j ∈ [1,m− 1]; and moreover
if x′i1 = y
′
im
= wwim in P (x
′
i1
→ y′im), we say that Tcode
has a cycle C, denoted as
C = wimei1wi1ei2wi2 · · · eim−1wim−1eimwim .
We call Tcode to be connected if any pair of distinct numbers
wi, wj ∈ (XY )∗ is connected by a path P (wi → wj).
Thereby, we have:
Theorem 2. Suppose that ei 6= ej for i 6= j and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m
in a Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in Definition 4. Then the
following assertions are equivalent to each other:
Tree-1. Tcode corresponds a tree T of q edges.
Tree-2. Tcode is connected and has no cycle.
Tree-3. Any pair of xi and xj (resp. xi and yj , or yi and
xj , or yi and yj) in Tcode is connected by a unique path
P (xi → xj) (resp. P (xi → yj), or P (yi → xj), or P (yi →
yj)).
Tree-4. Tcode is connected and |(XY )∗| = q + 1.
Tree-5. Tcode has no cycle and |(XY )∗| = q + 1.
Tree-6. [19] The number n1(Tcode) of leaves of Tcode
satisfies
n1(Tcode) = 2 +
∑
w∈(XY )∗,d≥2
(d− 2)µ(w), (4)
where µ(w) for each w ∈ (XY )∗ is the number of times w
appeared in Tcode.
(5) Spanning sub-Topcode-matrices. Let T ′code = (XS
ES YS)
T be a sub-Topcode-matrix of a Topcode-matrix Tcode
defined in Definition 4, where ES = {ei1 ei2 . . . eim} with
eij ∈ E∗. If (XSYS)∗ = (XY )∗, we call T ′code a spanning
sub-Topcode-matrix of Tcode. Moreover, if this spanning sub-
Topcode-matrix T ′code corresponds a tree, we call it a spanning
tree Topcode-matrix.
Theorem 3. Suppose a Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in
Definition 4 is connected and contains no proper spanning
sub-Topcode-matrix. Then Tcode corresponds a tree.
(6) Euler’s Topcode-matrices and Hamilton Topcode-
matrices. If the number of times each w ∈ (XY )∗ appears
in a Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in Definition 4 is even,
then Tcode is called an Euler’s Topcode-matrix. Moreover,
if the number of times each w ∈ (XY )∗ appears in a
connected Topcode-matrix Tcode is just two, then we call Tcode
a Hamilton Topcode-matrix.
Theorem 4. Suppose that Tcode defined in Definition 4 is
a connected Euler’s Topcode-matrix. Then Tcode contains a
cycle of q length. Moreover, if each w ∈ (XY )∗ appears in
C only once, then Tcode is a Hamilton Topcode-matrix.
(7) Neighbor sets of Topcode-matrices. For each (xi ei yi)T
∈ Tcode, we call set Nei(xi) = {wj : (xi es wj)T ∈ Tcode} as
v-neighbor set of xi, Nei(yi) = {zt : (zt er yi)T ∈ Tcode} as
v-neighbor set of yi and N ′ei(xi) = {es : (xi es wj)T ∈ Tcode}
as e-neighbor set of ei.
3) Traditional Topcode-matrices: Based on Definition 4
and |(XY )∗| = p, we have the following restrict conditions:
Cond-1. (XY )∗ = [0, p− 1] with p ≤ q + 1.
Cond-2. |(XY )∗| = p ≤ q + 1.
Cond-3. (XY )∗ ⊂ [0, q].
Cond-4. (XY )∗ ⊂ [0, 2q − 1].
Cond-5. (XY )∗ ⊂ [0, 2q].
Cond-6. (XY )∗ ∪ E∗ = [1, p+ q].
Cond-7. E∗ = [1, 2q − 1]o.
Cond-8. (XY )∗ = [1, p] and E∗ = [p+ 1, p+ q].
Cond-9. Tcode defined in Definition 4 is a set-ordered
Topcode-matrix if max{xi : i ∈ [1, q]} < min{yj : j ∈
[1, q]}.
Cond-10. ei = |xi − yi|, i ∈ [1, q], E∗ = [1, q].
Cond-11. ei = |xi − yi|, i ∈ [1, q], E∗ = [1, 2q − 1]o.
Cond-12. ei = xi+yi ( mod 2q), i ∈ [1, q], E∗ = [1, 2q−
1]o.
Cond-13. ei = xi+yi ( mod q), i ∈ [1, q], E∗ = [0, q−1].
Cond-14. There exists a constant k, such that xi+ei+yi =
k, i ∈ [1, q].
Cond-15. There exists a constant k, such that ei + |xi −
yi| = k, i ∈ [1, q].
Based on the above group of conditional restrictions, we
have the following particular Topcode-matrices, Tcode is de-
fined in Definition 4:
Topmatrix-1. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a graceful
Topcode-matrix if Cond-3 and Cond-10 hold true.
Topmatrix-2. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a set-
ordered graceful Topcode-matrix if Cond-3, Cond-9 and Cond-
10 hold true.
Topmatrix-3. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called an odd-
graceful Topcode-matrix if Cond-4 and Cond-11 hold true.
Topmatrix-4. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a set-
ordered odd-graceful Topcode-matrix if Cond-4, Cond-9 and
Cond-11 hold true.
Topmatrix-5. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called an elegant
Topcode-matrix if Cond-1 and Cond-13 hold true.
Topmatrix-6. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called an edge-
magic total Topcode-matrix if Cond-6 and Cond-14 hold true.
Topmatrix-7. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a super
edge-magic total Topcode-matrix if Cond-8 and Cond-14 hold
true.
4
Topmatrix-8. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called an odd-
edge-magic total Topcode-matrix if Cond-2, Cond-4 and Cond-
11 hold true.
Topmatrix-9. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called an edge
sum-difference Topcode-matrix if Cond-6 and Cond-15 hold
true.
Topmatrix-10. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called an odd-
elegant Topcode-matrix if Cond-4 and Cond-12 hold true.
Topmatrix-11. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a harmo-
nious Topcode-matrix if Cond-3 and Cond-13 hold true.
Topmatrix-12. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a perfect
odd-graceful Topcode-matrix if Cond-4, Cond-7 and {|a −
b| : a, b ∈ (XY )∗} = [1, |(XY )∗|] hold true.
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Fig. 3. According to six Topsnut-gpws shown in Fig.1, here: (a) A
set-ordered graceful graph and (a-1) a set-ordered graceful Topcode-
matrix; (b) a set-ordered splitting odd-graceful graph and (b-1) a set-
ordered odd-graceful Topcode-matrix; (c) a set-ordered splitting edge-
magic total graph and (c-1) a set-ordered edge-magic total Topcode-
matrix.
In Fig.4, a set-ordered odd-elegant Topcode-matrix (mod
18) (f-1) induces a TB-paw
T 1b (f-1) = 6660206261715131197531131517771171311.
And we have another TB-paw
T 2b (f-1) = 6113153665177702971111061371315261711
from the set-ordered odd-elegant Topcode-matrix (mod 18)
(f-1) shown in Fig.4.
4) Topcode-matrices with more restrictions: Here, we
show particular Topcode-matrices with more restrictions:
Comp-1. There exists a subset M(Tcode) = {eki : i ∈
[1,m], eki ∈ E∗} ⊂ E∗ such that each xi in X is an end of
some eki ∈ M(Tcode), and each yj in Y is an end of some
ekj ∈M(Tcode).
(d) A set-ordered splitting 
harmonious graph (mod 9)
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(d-1) A set-ordered harmonious Topcode-matrix  
(mod 9)
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Fig. 4. According to six Topsnut-gpws shown in Fig.1, here:
(d) A set-ordered splitting harmonious graph (mod 9) and (d-1) a
set-ordered harmonious Topcode-matrix (mod 9); (e) a set-ordered
splitting edge sum-difference graph and (e-1) a set-ordered edge
sum-difference Topcode-matrix; (f) a set-ordered splitting odd-elegant
graph (mod 18) and (f-1) a set-ordered odd-elegant Topcode-matrix
(mod 18).
Comp-2. There exists a constant k such that two ends
xki , yki of each eki ∈M(Tcode) hold xki + yki = k.
Comp-3. Each ei ∈ E∗ is valuated as ei = |xi − yi|.
Comp-4. ei = |xj−yj | or ei = 2M−|xj−yj | for each i ∈
[1, q] and some j ∈ [1, q], and a constant M = θ(q, |(XY )∗|).
Comp-5. (ee-difference) Each ei with ends xi and yi
matches with another ej with ends xj and yj holding ei =
2q + |xj − yj |, or ei = 2q − |xj − yj |, ei + ej = 2q for each
i ∈ [1, q] and some j ∈ [1, q].
Comp-6. Each ei ∈ E∗ is valuated as ei = xi + yi (mod
q).
Comp-7. There exists a constant k such that |xi+yi−ei| =
k for each i ∈ [1, q].
Comp-8. |(XY )∗| = p, |E∗| = q and (XY )∗ ∪ E∗ =
[1, p+ q].
Comp-9. |(XY )∗| = p, |E∗| = q and (XY )∗ ∪ E∗ ⊆
[0, k + (q − 1)d].
Comp-10. (e-magic) There exists a constant k such that
ei + |xi − yi| = k for i ∈ [1, q].
Comp-11. (total magic) There exists a constant k such that
xi + ei + yi = k with i ∈ [1, q].
Comp-12. (EV-ordered) min(XY )∗ > maxE∗, or
max(XY )∗ < minE∗, or (XY )∗ ⊆ E∗, or E∗ ⊆ (XY )∗, or
(XY )∗ is an odd-set and E∗ is an even-set.
Comp-13. (ee-balanced) Let s(ei) = |xi − yi| − ei for
i ∈ [1, q]. There exists a constant k′ such that each ei with
i ∈ [1, q] matches with another ej holding s(ei) + s(ej) = k′
(or 2(q + |(XY )∗|) + s(ei) + s(ej) = k′, or (|(XY )∗|+ q +
1) + s(ei) + s(ej) = k
′) true;
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Comp-14. (ve-matching) there exists a constant k′′ such
that each ei ∈ E∗ matches with w ∈ (XY )∗, ei + w = k′′,
and each vertex z ∈ (XY )∗ matches with et ∈ E∗ such that
z + et = k
′′, except the singularity w = b |(XY )∗|+q+12 c.
Comp-15. ei + k = [xi + yi − k] (mod qd) for i ∈ [1, q].
Comp-16. E∗ = Sk,d.
Comp-17. xi + ei + yi ∈ S2k,2d, i ∈ [1, q].
Comp-18. ei = xi + yi ∈ Sk,d, i ∈ [1, q].
Comp-19. (XY )∗ ⊂ [0, q − 1], E∗ = [1, 2q − 1]o.
Comp-20. Each ei is odd, (XY )∗ ∪ E∗ ⊂ [1, 4q − 1].
Comp-21. {xi+ei+yi : i ∈ [1, q]} = [a, b], q = b−a+1.
By the above group of restrictions, we can define the
following particular Topcode-matrices:
Parameter-1. A graceful Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a
strongly graceful Topcode-matrix if Comp-1 and Comp-2 hold
true.
Parameter-2. An odd-graceful Topcode-matrix Tcode is
called a strongly odd-graceful Topcode-matrix if Comp-1 and
Comp-2 hold true.
Parameter-3. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a (k, d)-
graceful Topcode-matrix if Comp-3 and Comp-16 hold true,
see Fig.5 (a).
Parameter-4. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a (k, d)-
felicitous Topcode-matrix if Comp-15 and Comp-16 hold true,
see Fig.5 (b).
Parameter-5. ∗ A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a (k, d)-
edge-magic total Topcode-matrix if Comp-11, Comp-14 and
Comp-16 hold true, see Fig.5 (c).
Parameter-6. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a (k, d)-
edge antimagic total Topcode-matrix if it holds Comp-9,
Comp-16 and Comp-17 true, see Fig.5 (d).
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(a) a (k,d)-graceful Topcode-matrix
(b) a (k,d)-felicitous Topcode-matrix
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(c) a (k,d)-edge-magic total Topcode-matrix
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(d) a (k,d)-edge antimagic total Topcode-matrix
Fig. 5. (a) A (k, d)-graceful Topcode-matrix; (b) a (k, d)-felicitous
Topcode-matrix; (c) a (k, d)-edge-magic total Topcode-matrix; (d) a
(k, d)-edge antimagic Topcode-matrix.
Parameter-7. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a total
graceful Topcode-matrix if Comp-3 and Comp-8 hold true,
see Fig.6 (a).
Parameter-8. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a ve-magic
total graceful Topcode-matrix if Comp-8 and Comp-10 hold
true, see Fig.6 (b).
Parameter-9. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a relaxed
edge-magic total Topcode-matrix if it holds Comp-8, Comp-11
and Comp-4 true, see Fig.6 (c).
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Fig. 6. (a) A total graceful Topcode-matrix; (b) a ve-magic total
graceful Topcode-matrix; (c) a relaxed edge-magic total Topcode-
matrix.
Parameter-10. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called an edge-
magic graceful Topcode-matrix if it holds Comp-7 and Comp-
8 true.
Parameter-11. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called a 6C-
Topcode-matrix if it holds Comp-4, Comp-8, Cond-9, Comp-
10, Comp-12, Comp-13 and Comp-14 true.
A 6C-Topcode-matrix A is shown in Fig.7, and A matches
with its dual Topcode-matrix A∗, since the sum of each
element of A and its corresponding element of A∗ is just
26. According to the definition of a 6C-Topcode-matrix, the
Topcode-matrix A = (X W Y )T holds a 6C-restriction: (i)
ei + |xi − yi| = 13; (ii) ei = |xj − yj |; (iii) (|xi − yi| −
ei) + (|xj − yj | − ej) = 0; (iv) min(X ∪ Y ) > maxW ;
(v) ei + xs = 26 or ei + yt = 26; (vi) minX > maxY .
However, the dual Topcode-matrix A∗ = (X ′ W ′ Y ′)T holds
e′i − |x′i − y′i| = 13 and min(X ′ ∪ Y ′) < maxW ′ only.
25 24 23 23 23 23 22 22 22 22 22 21
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A
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A
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Fig. 7. A 6C-Topcode-matrix A and its dual Topcode-matrix A∗.
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Parameter-12. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called an odd-
6C Topcode-matrix if it holds {|a − b| : a, b ∈ (XY )∗} =
[1, 2q− 1]o, Comp-5, Cond-9, Comp-10, Comp-12, Comp-20,
Comp-13and there are two constants k1, k2 such that each ei
matches with w ∈ (XY )∗ such that ei +w = k1 (or k2) true
(see Fig.8).
-1
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B
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Fig. 8. An odd-6C-Topcode-matrix B and its dual Topcode-matrix
B−1.
Parameter-13. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called an ee-
difference odd-edge-magic matching Topcode-matrix if Comp-
4, Comp-10, Comp-13 and Comp-19 hold true.
Parameter-14. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called an odd-
edge-magic matching Topcode-matrix if Comp-11 and Comp-
19 hold true.
Parameter-15. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called an edge-
odd-graceful total Topcode-matrix if Comp-19 and Comp-21
hold true.
Parameter-16. A Topcode-matrix Tcode is called an multi-
ple edge-meaning vertex Topcode-matrix if (XY )∗ = [0, p−1]
with p = |(XY )∗|, and there are three constants k, k′ and
k′′ such that (1) E∗ = [1, q] and xi + ei + yi = k; (2)
E∗ = [p, p+q−1] and xi+ei+yi = k′; (3) E∗ = [0, q−1] and
ei = xi+yi ( mod q); (4) E∗ = [1, q] and |xi+yi−ei| = k′′;
(5) E∗ = [1, 2q − 1]o, and {xi + ei + yi : i ∈ [1, q]} = [a, b]
with b− a+ 1 = q.
5) Matching Topcode-matrices: We show some con-
nections between two Topcode-matrices here. Let X0 =
{0, d, 2d, . . . , (q − 1)d}. The set S∗ contains all different
elements in a vector (or collection) S, Tcode is defined in
Definition 4 hereafter.
Matching-1 If two Topcode-matrices Tcode = (X E Y )T
and T code = (U W V )T hold (X0 ∪ Sk,d) \ (XY )∗ ∪ E∗ =
(UV )∗ ∪ W ∗ true, then T code is called a complementary
(k, d)-Topcode-matrix of Tcode, and (Tcode, T code) is called
a matching of twin (k, d)-Topcode-matrices.
Matching-2 Two Topcode-matrices T tcode = (X
t Et Y t)T
with t = 1, 2 correspond a (p, q)-graph G, and satisfy that
(XtY t)∗ ⊂ X0 ∪ Sk,d, and eti − k = [xti + yti − k (mod qd)]
with t = 1, 2 and i ∈ [1, q]. If e1i + e2i = 2k + (q − 1)d with
i ∈ [1, q], then (T 1code, T 2code) is called a matching of (k, d)-
harmonious image Topcode-matrices.
Matching-3 Two Topcode-matrices T tcode = (X
t Et Y t)T
with t = 1, 2 correspond a (p, q)-graph G, and eti = |xti − yti |
with t = 1, 2 and i ∈ [1, q]. If there exists a positive constant
k such that e1i + e
2
i = k with i ∈ [1, q], then (T 1code, T 2code)
is called a matching of image Topcode-matrices, and T tcode a
mirror-image of T 3−tcode with t = 1, 2.
Matching-4 A Topcode-matrix Tcode = (X E Y )T =
unionmultimk=1T kcode with m ≥ 2, where T kcode = (Xk Ek Y k)T . If
(XY )∗ = [0, |(XY )∗| − 1], and each T kcode is a ε-Topcode-
matrix, then Tcode is called an multiple matching Topcode-
matrix.
6) Directed Topcode-matrices: In Fig.9,
−→
T is a directed
Topsnut-gpw, and it corresponds a directed Topcode-matrix
A(
−→
T ). In directed graph theory, the out-degree is denoted
by “+”, and the in-degree is denoted by “−”. So, −→T has
d+(22) = 5, d−(22) = 0, d−(13) = 3 and d+(13) = 0.
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Fig. 9. A directed Topsnut-gpw with a directed Topcode-matrix.
We show the definition of a directed Topcode-matrix as
follows:
Definition 5. ∗ A directed Topcode-matrix is defined as
−→
T code =
 x1 x2 · · · xqe1 e2 · · · eq
y1 y2 · · · yq
+
−
=
 X−→E
Y
+
−
= [(X
−→
E Y )+−]
−1
(5)
where v-vector X = (x1 x2 · · · xq), v-vector Y = (y1 y2
· · · yq) and di-e-vector −→E = (e1 e2 · · · eq), such that
each ei has its head xi and its tail yi with i ∈ [1, q]. 2
The study of directed graphs is not more than that of
non-directed graphs, although directed graphs are useful and
powerful in real applications (Ref. [5]). It may be interesting
to apply directed Topcode-matrices to Graph Networks and
Graph Neural Networks.
7) Pan-Topcode-matrices with elements are not numbers:
We consider some particular Topcode-matrices having el-
ements being sets, Hanzis, graphs, groups and so on. Let
Tpcode = (PX PE PY )
T be a pan-Topcode-matrix, where
three vectors PX = (α1 α2 . . . αq), PE = (γ1 γ2 . . . γq)
and PY = (β1 β2 . . . βq). We set (PXPY )∗ to be the set of
different elements of the union set PX ∪PY , P ∗E to be the set
of different elements of the vector PE .
Sets:
(Set-1) A pan-Topcode-matrix Tpcode has (PXPY )∗ ⊆
[1, q]2 and P ∗E ⊆ [1, q]2, and γi = αi ∩ βi. If we can
select a representative ai ∈ γi such that the representative
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set {ai : γi ∈ P ∗E} = [1, q], then Tpcode is called a graceful
intersection total set-Topcode-matrix.
(Set-2) A pan-Topcode-matrix Tpcode has (PXPY )∗ ⊆
[1, q]2 and P ∗E ⊆ [1, q]2, and γi = αi ∩ βi, |γi| = |{ei}| = 1
and
⋃q
i=1 γi = [1, q] (resp. [1, 2q − 1]o), we call Tpcode
a set-graceful pan-Topcode-matrix (resp. a set-odd-graceful
Topcode-matrix).
(Set-3) A pan-Topcode-matrix Tpcode has (PXPY )∗ ⊆
[1, q]2 and P ∗E ⊆ [1, q]2, and γi = αi \ βi or γi = βi \ αi,
γi ∩ γj = ∅ for i 6= j and
⋃q
i=1 γi = [a, b], we call Tpcode a
set-subtraction graceful pan-Topcode-matrix.
(Set-4) A pan-Topcode-matrix Tpcode has (PXPY )∗ ⊆
[1, 2q]2 and P ∗E ⊆ [1, 2q − 1]2, and γi = αi ∩ βi. If we can
select a representative ai ∈ γi such that the representative
set {ai : γi ∈ P ∗E} = [1, 2q − 1]o, then Tpcode is called an
odd-graceful intersection total set-Topcode-matrix.
(Set-5) A set-intersecting rainbow Topcode-matrix C is
shown in Fig.10, and it corresponds a tree H with a set col-
oring h : V (H) → S, where S = {[1, 1], [1, 2], . . . , [1, 13]},
such that h(uv) = h(u) ∩ h(v) for each edge uv ∈ E(H),
and h(E(H)) = {[1, 1], [1, 2], . . . , [1, 12]}. Similarly, we can
have a set-union rainbow Topcode-matrix by defining h(uv) =
h(u) ∪ h(v).
[1,1]
[1,2]
[1,3]
[1,4]
[1,9]
[1,10] [1,12]
[1,11]
[1,8] [1,7]
[1,5]
[1,6]
C
Fig. 10. A set-intersecting rainbow Topcode-matrix C.
(Set-6) We call Tcode defined in Definition 4 a v-
distinguishing Topcode-matrix if Nei(xi) 6= Nei(wj) for any
pair of distinct xi, wj ∈ (XY )∗. For each (xi ei yi)T
∈ Tcode, Tcode is called an adjacent v-distinguishing Topcode-
matrix if Nei(xi) 6= Nei(yi); Tcode is called an adjacent e-
distinguishing Topcode-matrix if N ′ei(xi) 6= N ′ei(yi); Tcode
is called an adjacent total-distinguishing Topcode-matrix if
Nei(xi) ∪ N ′ei(xi) 6= Nei(yi) ∪ N ′ei(yi) for each ei with
i ∈ [1, q]. It is easy to see such examples, for instance, all
Topcode-matrices of Topmatrix-i, Parameter-j and Matching-
k are distinguishing.
Groups: Topcode+-matrix groups and Topcode−-matrix
groups are defined by the additive v-operation “⊕” defined
in (19) and (20) and the subtractive v-operation “	” defined
in (25) and (26), respectively. See a Topcode+-matrix group
shown in Fig.17, and an every-zero graphic group shown in
Fig.18.
Suppose that {Fn(H);⊕} is an every-zero graphic group
based on Fn(H) = {Hi : i ∈ [1, n]} with n ≥ q (n ≥ 2q− 1)
and the additive operation “⊕”, and moreover {Fn(H);	} is
an every-zero graphic group based on the subtractive operation
“	”.
Gcond-1. (PXPY )∗ ⊆ Fn(H).
Gcond-2. P ∗E ⊆ Fn(H).
Gcond-3. P ∗E = {H1, H2, . . . ,Hq}.
Gcond-4. P ∗E = {H1, H3, . . . ,H2q−1}.
Gcond-5. γi = αi ⊕ βi.
Gcond-6. γi = αi 	 βi.
Gcond-7. (PXPY )∗ = {H1, H2, . . . ,Hq}.
Gcond-8. (PXPY )∗ = {H1, H3, . . . ,H2q−1}.
Gcond-9. max{i : αi = Hi} < min{j : βj = Hj}.
We have
(Group-1) A pan-Topcode-matrix Tpcode is called an e-
graceful group Topcode+-matrix if Gcond-1, Gcond-3 and
Gcond-5 hold true.
(Group-2) A pan-Topcode-matrix Tpcode is called an e-
odd-graceful group Topcode+-matrix if Gcond-1, Gcond-4 and
Gcond-5 hold true.
(Group-3) A pan-Topcode-matrix Tpcode is called an e-
graceful group Topcode−-matrix if Gcond-1, Gcond-3 and
Gcond-6 hold true.
(Group-4) A pan-Topcode-matrix Tpcode is called an e-
odd-graceful group Topcode−-matrix if Gcond-1, Gcond-4 and
Gcond-6 hold true.
(Group-5) An e-graceful group Topcode+-matrix Tpcode is
called a ve-graceful group Topcode+-matrix if Gcond-7 holds
true.
(Group-6) An e-odd-graceful group Topcode+-matrix
Tpcode is called a ve-odd-graceful group Topcode+-matrix if
Gcond-8 holds true.
(Group-7) An e-graceful group Topcode−-matrix Tpcode is
called a ve-graceful group Topcode−-matrix if Gcond-7 holds
true.
(Group-8) An e-odd-graceful group Topcode−-matrix
Tpcode is called a ve-odd-graceful group Topcode−-matrix if
Gcond-8 holds true.
(Group-9) A Topcode-matrix Tpcode is called a set-ordered
group Topcode-matrix if Gcond-1, Gcond-2 and Gcond-9 hold
true.
(Group-10) An -matrix Tpcode is called a set-ordered ε-
matrix if Gcond-9 holds true, where ε ∈ {e-graceful group
Topcode+, e-odd-graceful group Topcode+, ve-graceful group
Topcode+, ve-odd-graceful group Topcode+, e-graceful group
Topcode−, e-odd-graceful group Topcode−, ve-graceful group
Topcode−, ve-odd-graceful group Topcode−}.
Remark 1. (1) Since each every-zero graphic group
{Fn(H);⊕} corresponds an every-zero Topcode-matrix group
{Fn(Tcode(H));⊕}, we can define various ε-matrix Tpcode
based on every-zero Topcode-matrix groups, where ε ∈
{e-graceful matrix-group Topcode+, e-odd-graceful matrix-
group Topcode+, ve-graceful matrix-group Topcode+, ve-
odd-graceful matrix-group Topcode+, e-graceful matrix-
group Topcode−, e-odd-graceful matrix-group Topcode−, ve-
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graceful matrix-group Topcode−, ve-odd-graceful matrix-
group Topcode−}.
(2) Since each every-zero number string group can be
derived from Topcode-matrices of Topsnut-gpws, similarly,
we can make various ε-matrix Tpcode based on every-
zero number string groups, where ε ∈ {e-graceful string-
group Topcode+, e-odd-graceful string-group Topcode+, ve-
graceful string-group Topcode+, ve-odd-graceful string-group
Topcode+, e-graceful string-group Topcode−, e-odd-graceful
string-group Topcode−, ve-graceful string-group Topcode−,
ve-odd-graceful string-group Topcode−}.
(3) It is possible to define more pan-Topcode-matrices
Tpcode by simulating labelling/coloring of graph theory.
Remark 2. Definition 4 enables us to define the following
concepts:
Def-1. A Topsnut-gpw is defined by a no-colored (p, q)-
graph G and an evaluated Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in
Definition 4 such that G can be evaluated by Tcode.
Def-2. If a colored (p, q)-graph G with a coloring f has
its own Topsnut-matrix Avev(G) holding Avev(G) = Tcode
true with each ei = f(xi, yi) for i ∈ [1, q], then we say the
Topcode-matrix Tcode to be graphicable.
Def-3. A Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in Definition 4
is an ε-Topcode-matrix and graphicable, and G is a graph
derived from Tcode. If the vertex number of G holds |V (G)| >
|(XY )∗| true, we say Tcode is a splitting ε-Topcode-matrix.
For example, Tcode is a splitting graceful Topcode-matrix, or
a splitting odd-edge-magic total Topcode-matrix, etc..
The problem of a Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in Defini-
tion 4 to be graphicable is one of degree sequence of graph
theory. In particular, we have the following graphicable results:
Theorem 5. A Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in Definition 4 is
graphicable if and only if 2q =
∑
x∈X∗ α(x) +
∑
y∈Y ∗ α(y),
where α(x) (resp. α(y)) is the number of x (resp. y) appeared
in X (resp. Y ).
Let (XY )∗ = {u1, u2, . . . , up}, and each number ui ap-
pears di times in Tcode. We present the famous Erdo¨s-Gallai
degree sequence theorem (Ref. [6]) as follows:
Theorem 6. A sequence d = (d1, d2, . . . , dp) to be the degree
sequence of a certain graph G of order p if
∑p
i=1 di is even
and satisfies the following inequality
k∑
i=1
di ≤ k(k − 1) +
p∑
i=k+1
min{k, di}, i ∈ [1, p]. (6)
Proof. Let degG(ui) = di for ui ∈ V (G) = {ui : i ∈ [1, n]}.
The set V1 = {u1, u2, . . . , uk} distributes k(k−1) in
∑k
i=1 di.
Each uj ∈ V2 = {uk+1, uk+2, . . . , un} is adjacent to at most
di or k vertices of V1. Therefore, we get the desired inequality
(6).
Furthermore, Erdo¨s and Gallai, in 1960, have shown that
this necessary condition is also sufficient for the sequence d
to be graphic [6]. The sufficient proof can be found in Chapter
Six of “Graph Theory” written by Harary [4].
Theorem 7. If there is no xj = xi and yr = xi for j 6= i and
r 6= i in Tcode defined in Definition 4, we call xi as a leaf
of Tcode, and we delete xi, ei, yi from Tcode to obtain T 1code
which is a 3 × (q − 1)-order Topcode-matrix; and do such
deletion operation to a leaf x1i of T
1
code to obtain T
2
code which
is a 3 × (q − 2)-order Topcode-matrix, until, we get T kcode
such that there is no leaf in T kcode which is a 3× (q−k)-order
Topcode-matrix. If the deletion of all leaves of Tcode produces
a Topcode-matrix T ∗code corresponding a path of graph theory,
so Tcode is called a caterpillar Topcode-matrix.
Theorem 8. If the Topcode-matrix T ∗code obtained from Tcode
defined in Definition 4 by deleting all leaves of Tcode, and
T ∗code corresponds a caterpillar. Then we claim that Tcode
corresponds a graph, called a lobster in graph theory.
B. Operations on Topcode-matrices
We show the following operations on Topcode-matrices:
(i) ∗ Dual operation. Let Mv = max(XY )∗ and mv =
min(XY )∗ in an evaluated Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in
Definition 4, Tcode admits a function f such that ei = f(xi, yi)
for i ∈ [1, q]. We make two vectors X = (x1 x2 . . . , xq) with
xi = Mv+mv−xi for i ∈ [1, q] and Y = (y1 y2 . . . yq) with
yj = Mv +mv − yj for j ∈ [1, q], as well as E having each
element ei = f(Mv +mv − xi,Mv +mv − yi) for i ∈ [1, q].
The Topcode-matrix T code = (X E Y )T3×q is called the
dual Topcode-matrix of the Topcode-matrix Tcode.
(ii) Column-exchanging operation [15]. We exchange the
positions of two columns (xi ei yi)T and (xj ej yj)T in
Tcode defined in Definition 4, so we get another Topcode-
matrix T ′code. In mathematical symbol, the column-exchanging
operation c(i,j)(Tcode) = T ′code is defined by
c(i,j)(x1 x2 · · · xi · · · xj · · · xq)
= (x1 x2 · · · xj · · · xi · · · xq),
c(i,j)(e1 e2 · · · ei · · · ej · · · eq)
= (e1 e2 · · · ej · · · ei · · · eq),
and
c(i,j)(y1 y2 · · · yi · · · yj · · · yq)
= (y1 y2 · · · yj · · · yi · · · yq).
(iii) XY-exchanging operation [15]. We exchange the po-
sitions of xi and yi of the ith column of Tcode defined in
Definition 4 by an XY-exchanging operation l(i) defined as:
l(i)(x1 x2 · · ·xi−1 xi xi+1 · · · xq)
= (x1 x2 · · ·xi−1 yi xi+1 · · · xq)
and
l(i)(y1 y2 · · · yi−1 yi yi+1 · · · yq)
= (y1 y2 · · · yi−1 xi yi+1 · · · yq),
the resultant matrix is denoted as l(i)(Tcode).
Now, we do a series of column-exchanging operations
c(ik,jk) with k ∈ [1, a], and a series of XY-exchanging
operations l(is) with s ∈ [1, b] to a Topcode-matrix Tcode
9
defined in Definition 4, the resultant Topcode-matrix is written
by C(c,l)(a,b)(Tcode).
Lemma 9. Suppose Tcode and T ′code are defined in Definition 4
and grapgicable, a graph G corresponds to Tcode and another
graph H corresponds to T ′code. If
C(c,l)(a,b)(Tcode(G)) = T
′
code(H), (7)
then two graphs G and H may be or not be isomorphic to
each other.
See some examples shown in Fig.1 for understanding
Lemma 9, in which six Topsnut-gpws (a)-(f) correspond the
same Topcode-matrix, although they are not isomorphic to
each other.
Under the XY-exchanging operation and the column-
exchanging operation, a colored graph G has its own standard
Topcode-matrix (representative Topcode-matrix) Avev(G) =
(X E Y )T such that ei ≤ ei+1 with i ∈ [1, q − 1], xj < yj
with j ∈ [1, q], since there exists no case xj = yj . Thereby,
this graph G has m standard Topcode-matrices if it admits m
different colorings/labellings of graphs in graph theory.
(iv) ∗ Union-addition operation. A single matrix X is
defined as
X =

x1
x2
· · ·
xn
 = (x1 x2 · · · xn)Tn×1 (8)
Thereby, we define an operation, called union-addition
operation and denoted as unionmulti, between matrices Xi =
(xi,1 xi,2 · · · xi,n)Tn×1 with i ∈ [1,m] in the following way:
unionmultimi=1Xi = X1 unionmultiX2 unionmulti · · · unionmultiXm
=

x1,1 x2,1 · · · xm,1
x1,2 x2,2 · · · xm,2
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
x1,n x2,n · · · xm,n

n×m
(9)
Moreover, let T icode = (Xi Ei Yi)
T
3×qi defined in Definition
4, where v-vector Xi = (xi,1 xi,2 · · · xi,qi), e-vector Ei =
(ei,1 ei,2 · · · ei,qi), and v-vector Yi = (yi,1 yi,2 · · · yi,qi) for
i ∈ [1,m]. We have a Topcode-matrix union as follows
Tcode = unionmultimi=1T icode = T 1code unionmulti T 2code unionmulti · · · unionmulti Tmcode
=
 X1 X2 · · · XmE1 E2 · · · Em
Y1 Y2 · · · Ym

3×mA
(10)
by the union-addition operation, where A =
∑m
i=1 qi. Clearly,
Theorem 10. If each Topcode-matrix T icode with i ∈ [1,m] is
graphicable, so is the Topcode-matrix union unionmultimi=1T icode.
Theorem 10 provides us techniques for constructing new
Topsnut-gpws and new combinatorial labellings.
(i) If a graph G having the union unionmultimi=1T icode of Topcode-
matrices T icode with i ∈ [1,m] is connected, then G is
a Topsnut-gpw and an authentication for the private keys
T 1code, T
2
code, . . . , T
m
code.
(ii) Suppose that each Topsnut-gpw Gi having the Topcode-
matrix T icode admits a graph labelling/coloring fi with i ∈
[1,m], then G admits a graph labelling/coloring made by a
combinatorial coloring/labelling f = unionmultimi=1fi.
We present an example shown in Fig.11 for illustrating the
above techniques, where G =
⋃4
i=1Gi, where G1 admits
a pan-graceful labelling f1 making a pan-graceful Topcode-
matrix Tcode(G1); G2 admits a graceful labelling f2 making
a graceful Topcode-matrix Tcode(G2); G3 admits an odd-
graceful labelling f3 making an odd-graceful Topcode-matrix
Tcode(G3); G4 admits an odd-edge-magic total labelling f4
making an odd-edge-magic total Topcode-matrix Tcode(G4).
Thereby, G admits a combinatorial labelling f = unionmulti4i=1fi, and
corresponds a Topcode-matrix unionmulti4i=1Tcode(Gi).
Observe the Topsnut-gpw G shown in Fig.11 carefully, we
can discover a difficult problem: Splitting G into the original
Topsnut-gpws G1, G3, G3, G4 is not easy, even impossible as
if the size of G is quite large, that is, G has thousand and
thousand vertices and edges. So, it is good for producing
Topsnut-gpws having high-level security as desired, but it is
very difficult for attacking our Topsnut-gpws, in other words,
our Topsnut-gpws are certainly computational security.
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Fig. 11. A Topsnut-gpw G =
⋃4
i=1Gi is connected, and each Gi
admits a graph labelling fi with i ∈ [1, 4].
1) Popular operations from sets: For a Topcode-matrix
Ai = (Xi Ei Yi) with (xi ei yi)T for i ∈ [1,m], and
another Topcode-matrix Bj = (Xj Ej Yj) with (xj ej yj)T
for j ∈ [1, n], as well as Wij = {ws = (xs es ys)T :
ws is in both Ai and Bj}, we can define the subtractive op-
eration as Ai \ Bj containing no any ws ∈ Wij and no
any (xj ej yj)T in Bj ; similarly, the subtractive operation as
Bj \Ai containing no any ws ∈Wij and no any (xi ei yi)T
in Ai; the union operation as Ai∪Bj containing each element
of Wij , Ai \ Bj and Bj \ Ai; and the intersection operation
Ai ∩Bj = Wij . For example,
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Ai =
 7 5 7 11 3 5 7
18 18 14 18
 Bj =
 7 1 51 7 9
18 18 12
 (11)
Ai ∪Bj =
 7 5 7 1 51 3 5 7 9
18 18 14 18 12
 Bj \Ai =
 59
12
 (12)
Ai ∩Bj =
 7 11 7
18 18
 Ai \Bj =
 5 73 5
18 14
 (13)
C. Splitting operations
For investigation of splitting G into the original Topsnut-
gpws G1, G3, G3, G4 above Fig.11, we present a group of
splitting operations, coincident operations and contracting op-
erations as follows:
Definition 6. [17] Let xw be an edge of a (p, q)-graph G, such
that neighbor sets Nei(x) = {w, u1, u2, . . . , ui, v1, v2, . . . , vj}
and Nei(w) = {x,w1, w2, . . . , wm}, and xw ∈ E(G).
Op-1. A half-edge split operation is defined by deleting
the edge xw, and then splitting the vertex x into two vertices
x′, x′′ and joining x′ with these vertices w, u1, u2, . . . , ui, and
finally joining x′′ with these vertices w, v1, v2, . . . , vj . The
resultant graph is denoted as G ∧1/2 xw, named as a half-
edge split graph, and Nei(x′) ∩ Nei(x′′) = {w} in H . (see
Fig.12)
wk
u1
u2
ui vi
v1
v2
x
w wmw1
wk+1
u1
u2
ui vj
v1
v2x
w wmw1
x
wk wk+1
Fig. 12. A scheme for a half-edge split operation from left to right,
and a half-edge coincident operation from right to left.
Op-2. A half-edge coincident operation is defined as:
Suppose that Nei(x′) ∩Nei(x′′) = {w}, we coincide x′ with
x′′ into one, denoted as x = (x′, x′′), such that Nei(x) =
Nei(x
′) ∩ Nei(x′′), that is, delete one multiple edge. The
resultant graph is denoted as G(x′w  x′w), called a half-
edge coincident graph. (see Fig.12)
Op-3. [20] A vertex-split operation is defined in the
way: Split x into two vertices x′, x′′ such that Nei(x′) =
{w, u1, u2, . . . , ui} and Nei(x′′) = {v1, v2, . . . , vj} with
Nei(x
′) ∩ Nei(x′′) = ∅; the resultant graph is written as G∧x,
named as a vertex-split graph. (see Fig.13 from (b) to (a))
Op-4. [20] A vertex-coincident operation is defined by
coinciding two vertices x′ and x′′ in to one x = (x′, x′′)
such that Nei(x) = Nei(x′) ∪Nei(x′′); the resultant graph is
written as G(x′  x′′), called a vertex-coincident graph. (see
Fig.13 from (b) to (a))
Op-5. [20] An edge-split operation is defined as: Split
the edge xw into two edges x′w′ and x′′w′′ such
wk+1
u1
u2
ui vj
v1
v2x
w wmw1
x
wk wk+1wwk
u1
u2
ui vi
v1
v2
x
w wmw1
u1
u2
ui vi
v1
v2
x u1
u2
ui vj
v1
v2x x
Fig. 13. (a) A vertex-coincident graph G(x′  x′′) obtained by a
vertex-coincident operation from (b) to (a); (b) a vertex-split graph
G∧x obtained by a vertex-split operation from (a) to (b); (c) an edge-
coincident graph G(x′w′  x′′w′′) obtained by an edge-coincident
operation from (d) to (c); (d) an edge-split graph G ∧ xw obtained
by an edge-split operation from (c) to (d).
that Nei(x′) = {w′, u1, u2, . . . , ui} and Nei(x′′) =
{w′′, v1, v2, . . . , vj}, Nei(w′) = {x′, w1, w2, . . . , wk} and
Nei(w
′′) = {x′′, wk+1, wk+2, . . . , wm}; the resultant graph
is written as G ∧ xw, named as an edge-split graph, with
Nei(w
′) ∩ Nei(x′) = ∅, Nei(w′) ∩ Nei(x′′) = ∅, and
Nei(x
′) ∩ Nei(w′) = ∅, Nei(x′) ∩ Nei(w′′) = ∅. (see Fig.13
from (c) to (d))
Op-6. [20] An edge-coincident operation is defined by
coinciding two edges x′w′ and x′′w′′ into one edge xw such
that Nei(x) = Nei(x′) ∪ Nei(x′′) ∪ {w = (w′, w′′)} and
Nei(w) = Nei(w
′) ∪Nei(w′′) ∪ {x = (x′, x′′)}; the resultant
graph is written as G(x′w′x′′w′′), called an edge-coincident
graph. (see Fig.13 from (d) to (c))
Op-7. [6] In Fig.14, an edge-contracting operation is
shown as: Delete the edge xy first, and then coincide x
with y into one vertex w = (x, y) such that Nei(w) =
[Nei(x)\{y}]∪ [Nei(y)\{x}]. The resultant graph is denoted
as G / xy, named as an edge-contracted graph.
Op-8. [6] In Fig.14, an edge-subdivided operation is de-
fined in the way: Split the vertex w into two vertices x, y, and
join x with y by a new edge xy, such that Nei(x)∩Nei(y) = ∅,
y ∈ Nei(x), x ∈ Nei(y) and Nei(w) = [Nei(x) \ {y}] ∪
[Nei(y)\{x}]. The resultant graph is denoted as G.w, called
an edge-subdivided graph. 2
(a) (b)
x
y
x1x2
x3
x4
y1
y2
w=(x, y)
x1x2
x3
x4
y1
y2
a contacting
operation
a subdividing
operation
Fig. 14. (a) An edge-subdivided graph G.w obtained by subdividing
a vertex w = (x, y) into an edge xy from (b) to (a); (b) an edge-
contracted graph G / xy obtained by contracting an edge xy to a
vertex (x, y) from (a) to (b).
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We, for understanding vertex-splitting Topcode-matrices,
show examples shown in Fig.15. The Topcode-matrix A shown
in (1) can be v-split into A = A11 unionmultiA12 (see Fig.15 (a)), and
A = A21 unionmulti A22 (see Fig.15 (b)), where (a-1) and (b-1) are
graphical illustration of doing vertex-splitting operations on
the Topcode-matrix A.
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Fig. 15. Two examples for understanding vertex-splitting Topcode-
matrices.
Again we consider do edge-splitting operations on Topcode-
matrices. In Fig.16, we implement an half-edge-splitting oper-
ation to the e = 7 of the Topcode-matrix A shown in (1), the
resultant Topcode-matrix is denoted as A∧1/2 {7} = A31 (see
Fig.16 (c)), and moreover we do an edge-splitting operation to
the e = 7 of the Topcode-matrix A shown in (1), the resultant
T[opcode-matrix is denoted as A∧{7} = A41unionmultiA42 (see Fig.16
(d)). We use two Topsnut-gpws (c-1) and (d-1) to explain the
edge-splitting operation to the Topcode-matrix A.
We are ready to present the following definitions of con-
nectivity on Topcode-matrices:
Definition 7. ∗ Let Tcode be a Topcode-matrix defined in
Definition 4. If there exists a number wi that is the com-
mon end of ei1 , ei2 , . . . , eim of E with im ≥ 2 such
that there are two sub-Topcode-matrices T ′code and T
′′
code of
Tcode hold ei1 , ei2 , . . . , eik are in T
′
code with ik ≥ 1, and
eik+1, eik+2, . . . , eim are in T
′′
code with im − (ik + 1) ≥ 1,
and Tcode = T ′code unionmulti T ′′code. We call the process of obtaining
Tcode = T
′
code unionmulti T ′′code as a v-splitting operation on Topcode-
matrices, and particularly write
Tcode ∧ {wi} = T ′code unionmulti T ′′code. (14)
Let {w1, w2, . . . , wn} = {wi}n1 ⊂ (XY )∗ of Tcode defined
in Definition 4, and wi be the common end of ei1 , ei2 , . . . , eim
in E with im ≥ 2 for i ∈ [1, n]. Based on Definition 7, we do a
series of v-splitting operations to each of {wi}n1 , the resultant
Topcode-matrix is denoted as:
Tcode ∧ {wi}n1 = unionmultimj=1T jcode. (15)
If Tcode and each T
j
code with j ∈ [1,m] are connected, we call
Tcode ∧ {wi}n1 to be n-connected, and moreover, the smallest
number k of n for which Tcode ∧ {wi}n1 is n-connected is
denoted as κ(Tcode) = k, and we say that Tcode is the v-k-
code connectivity.
Definition 8. ∗ Let Tcode be a Topcode-matrix defined in
Definition 4, and let ei ∈ E∗. Doing a v-splitting operation to
one end xi of ei and adding (xi e′i yi)
T produces
Tcode ∧1/2 {ei} = Tcode unionmulti (xi e′i yi)T . (16)
We call this process a half-e-splitting operation, it splits ei
into ei and e′i such that both ei and e
′
i have a common end
yi. 2
See an example of the half-e-splitting operation shown in
Fig.16 (c) and (c-1).
Definition 9. ∗ Let Tcode be a Topcode-matrix defined in
Definition 4, and let ei ∈ E∗. Doing two v-splitting operations
to the ends xi, yi of ei produces two sub-Topcode-matrices
T 1code and T
2
code of Tcode such that Tcode = T
1
code unionmultiT 2code, and
ei is in T 1code and not in T
2
code, but xi, yi are in both T
1
code and
T 2code. We add (xi e
′
i yi)
T to T 2code to form a new Topcode-
matrix T ∗code = T
2
code unionmulti (xi e′i yi)T . This process is called an
e-splitting operation, it splits ei into ei and e′i such that
Tcode ∧ {ei} = T 1code unionmulti
[
T 2code unionmulti (xi e′i yi)T
]
. (17)
An example for understanding e-splitting operation is shown
in Fig.16 (d) and (d-1). Let {ei1 , ei2 , . . . , ein} = {eij}n1 ⊂ E∗
of Tcode, we do a series of e-splitting operations to each of
{eij}n1 , the resultant Topcode-matrix is denoted as:
Tcode ∧ {eij}n1 = unionmultims=1T scode. (18)
If Tcode and each T scode with s ∈ [1, r] are connected, we call
Tcode∧{eij}n1 to be m-e-connected, and moreover, the smallest
number k of m for which Tcode ∧ {eij}n1 is k-e-connected is
denoted as κ′(Tcode) = k, and we say that Tcode is the e-k-
code connectivity.
D. Topcode+-matrix groups based on the additive v-operation
We define another operation between the Topcode-matrices
T 1code, T
2
code, . . . , T
m
code in this subsection. For a fixed positive
integer k, if there exists a constant M , such that
(xi,r + xj,r − xk,r) (mod M) = xλ,r ∈ Xλ (19)
(yi,r + yj,r − yk,r) (mod M) = yλ,r ∈ Yλ (20)
where λ = i + j − k (mod M) ∈ [1,m] and, Tλcode = (Xλ
Eλ Yλ)
T . Let Fm = {T 1code, T 2code, . . . , Tmcode}. Then we say
(19)+(20) to be an additive v-operation on Fm, and we write
this operation by “⊕”, and we have a matrix equation
T icode ⊕k T jcode = Tλcode (21)
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Fig. 16. Two Topcode-matrices for understanding edge-splitting
Topcode-matrices.
based on the zero T kcode and λ = i+ j− k (mod M). By the
additive v-operation defined in (19) and (20), if we have
(i) Every-zero. Each element T kcode can be regarded as the
zero such that each T icode ∈ Fm
T icode ⊕k T kcode = T icode;
(ii) Closure and uniqueness. If T icode ⊕k T jcode = Tλcode,
T icode ⊕k T jcode = Tµcode, then λ = µ. And
T icode ⊕k T jcode ∈ Fm;
(iii) Inverse. Each T icode has its own inverse T
i−1
code such
that
T icode ⊕k T i
−1
code = T
k
code.
(iv) Associative law.
T icode ⊕k [T jcode ⊕k T scode] = [T icode ⊕k T jcode]⊕k T scode.
Then we call Fm to be an every-zero additive associative
Topcode-matrix group (Topcode+-matrix group for short),
denoted as {Fm;⊕k}. In general, we write “⊕” to replace
“⊕k” if there is no confusion,
An every-zero additive associative Topcode+-matrix group
{Fm;⊕} is shown in Fig.17, where the additive v-operation
“⊕” is defined in the equations (19) and (20). Moreover,
if each Topcode-matrix in an every-zero additive associative
Topcode+-matrix group {Fm;⊕} is graphicable with a graph
G, we call {Fm;⊕} an every-zero graph group and rewrite
{Fm;⊕} = {Fm(G);⊕}, see an example shown in Fig.18.
E. Number string groups
According to the Topcode-matrices T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6
shown in Fig.17 and the rule Vo-1 shown in Fig.19, we can
write six TB-paws as follows
Tb(T1) = 333405432145005 Tb(T2) = 444511434150110
Tb(T3) = 555021234501221 Tb(T4) = 000131232112332
Tb(T5) = 111241232123443 Tb(T6) = 222351232134554
(22)
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Fig. 17. An every-zero additive associative Topcode+-matrix group
{F6;⊕} with F6 = {T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6} under modular 6.
G1 G2 G3
G4 G5 G6
Fig. 18. An every-zero graph group {F6(G);⊕} with F6(G) =
{Gi : i ∈ [1, 6]} under modular 6, where each Topsnut-gpw Gi
corresponds a Topcode-matrix Ti shown in Fig.17, i ∈ [1, 6].
by the formula below
Tb(Ti) =xi,1xi,2xi,3xi,4xi,5ei,5ei,4ei,3ei,2ei,1
yi,1yi,2yi,3yi,4yi,5
(23)
where ei = |xi − yi| with i ∈ [1, 6]. The set G6 = {Tb(T1),
Tb(T2), Tb(T3), Tb(T4), Tb(T5), Tb(T6)} forms an every-
zero number string group {G6;⊕} based on the additive
v-operation ⊕ defined in the equations (19) and (20). For
example, we select randomly Tb(T3) as the zero, and write
[wa,j+wb,j−w3,j ] ( mod 6) = wλ,j with λ = a+b−3 ( mod
6) in the following verification:
(1) Tb(T1) ⊕ Tb(T2) = Tb(T6): x1,j + x2,j − x3,j =
x6,j (mod 6) and y1,j + y2,j − y3,j = y6,j (mod 6) with
j ∈ [1, 5].
(2) Tb(T1)⊕ Tb(T3) = Tb(T1).
(3) Tb(T1) ⊕ Tb(T4) = Tb(T2): x1,j + x4,j − x3,j =
x2,j (mod 6) and y1,j + y4,j − y3,j = y2,j (mod 6) with
j ∈ [1, 5].
(4) Tb(T1) ⊕ Tb(T5) = Tb(T3): x1,j + x5,j − x3,j =
x3,j (mod 6) and y1,j + y5,j − y3,j = y3,j (mod 6) with
j ∈ [1, 5].
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(5) Tb(T1) ⊕ Tb(T6) = Tb(T4): x1,j + x6,j − x3,j =
x4,j (mod 6) and y1,j + y6,j − y3,j = y4,j (mod 6) with
j ∈ [1, 5].
(6) Tb(T2)⊕ Tb(T3) = Tb(T2).
(7) Tb(T2) ⊕ Tb(T4) = Tb(T3): x2,j + x4,j − x3,j =
x3,j (mod 6) and y2,j + y4,j − y3,j = y3,j (mod 6) with
j ∈ [1, 5].
(8) Tb(T2) ⊕ Tb(T5) = Tb(T4): x2,j + x5,j − x3,j =
x4,j (mod 6) and y2,j + y5,j − y3,j = y4,j (mod 6) with
j ∈ [1, 5].
(9) Tb(T2) ⊕ Tb(T6) = Tb(T5): x2,j + x5,j − x3,j =
x5,j (mod 6) and y2,j + y5,j − y3,j = y5,j (mod 6) with
j ∈ [1, 5].
(10) Tb(T3)⊕ Tb(Tr) = Tb(Tr) with r ∈ [1, 6].
(11) Tb(T4) ⊕ Tb(T5) = Tb(T6): x4,j + x5,j − x3,j =
x6,j (mod 6) and y4,j + y5,j − y3,j = y6,j (mod 6) with
j ∈ [1, 5].
(12) Tb(T4) ⊕ Tb(T6) = Tb(T1): x4,j + x6,j − x3,j =
x1,j (mod 6) and y4,j + y6,j − y3,j = y1,j (mod 6) with
j ∈ [1, 5].
(13) Tb(T5) ⊕ Tb(T6) = Tb(T2): x5,j + x6,j − x3,j =
x2,j (mod 6) and y5,j + y6,j − y3,j = y2,j (mod 6) with
j ∈ [1, 5].
Thereby, we claim that the set G6 is an every-zero number
string group. It is not hard to obtain the algorithms for writing
string groups from the rules shown in Fig.19 on matrix groups.
But, there is no general way for random actions of writing
string groups on matrix groups.
1) A technique for making number string groups: We
starting this technique from an initial number string S1 =
x11x
1
2 · · ·x1n, where each x1i is a non-negative integer with
i ∈ [1, n]. We select randomly x1k1 , x1k2 , . . . , x1km from S1,
call them active numbers, and then make number string
Si = x
i
1x
i
2 · · ·xin, such that
xij =
{
k + x1j (mod M), if j ∈ {k1, k2, . . . , km};
x1j , otherwise.
with 2 ≤ i. So, we get a set IM = {S1, S2, . . . , SM}. It is
not hard to prove that IM forms an every-zero number string
group by selecting randomly a zero Sk and do the additive
v-operation defined in the equations (19) and (20) to IM , that
is, Si ⊕k Sj = Sλ defined by the following operation
[xiα + x
j
α − xkα] (mod M) = xλα, (24)
where λ = i + j − k (mod M) if α ∈ {k1, k2, . . . , km},
otherwise xλα = x
1
α for α ∈ [1, n] \ {k1, k2, . . . , km}. Hence,
we get an every-zero number string group {IM ;⊕}.
The above technique of constructing every-zero number
string groups contains probability. On the other hands, number
string groups are easily used to encrypting different commu-
nities of a dynamic network at distinct time step, since we
can make the groups mentioned here to some graphs, so it is
called graph networking groups.
2) Exchanging operations on number strings: Let
Tb(Tcode) be a number string generated from a Topcode-
matrix Tcode defined in Definition 4. So, we have another
Topcode-matrix T ∗code = C(c,l)(a,b)(Tcode) by doing a series
of column-exchanging operations c(ik,jk) with k ∈ [1, a] and
a series of XY-exchanging operations l(is) with s ∈ [1, b] to the
Topcode-matrix Tcode. Thereby, the number string Tb(Tcode)
is changed by the operation C(c,l)(a,b), the resultant number
string is denoted as C(c,l)(a,b)(Tb(Tcode)). Thereby, we can
do the exchanging operations to an every-zero number string
group I∗M = {S∗1 , S∗2 , . . . , S∗M} with S∗i = C(c,l)(a,b)(Si) for
i ∈ [1,M ].
F. Topcode−-matrix groups defined by the subtractive v-
operation
Let Fm = {T 1code, T 2code, . . . , Tmcode} be a set of Topcode-
matrices with T icode = (Xi Ei Yi)
T , Xi = (xi,1 xi,2 · · ·
xi,q), Ei = (ei,1 ei,2 · · · ei,q) and Yi = (yi,1 yi,2 · · · yi,q),
i ∈ [1,m]. For a fixed Topcode-matrix T kcode ∈ Fm, if there
exists a constant M , such that
(xi,r − xj,r + xk,r) (mod M) = xλ,r ∈ Xλ (25)
(yi,r − yj,r + yk,r) (mod M) = yλ,r ∈ Yλ (26)
where λ = i − j + k (mod M) ∈ [1,m] and, Tλcode =
(Xλ Eλ Yλ)
T ∈ Fm. Then two equations (25) and (26) defines
a new operation, called the subtractive v-operation, denoted as
T icode 	k T jcode = Tλcode.
We can show:
(i) Each Topcode-matrix T kcode ∈ Fm is a zero of the
subtractive v-operation, that is, T icode 	k T kcode = T icode.
(ii) T icode 	k T jcode ∈ Fm, and if T icode 	k T jcode = Tλcode
and T icode 	k T jcode = Tµcode, then λ = µ.
(iii) There exists T i
−1
code ∈ Fm, such that T icode 	k T i
−1
code =
T kcode.
(vi) [T icode	k T jcode]	k T kcode = T icode	k [T jcode	k T kcode].
Thereby, we get an every-zero subtractive Topcode-matrix
group (Topcode−-matrix group) {Fm;	} based on the sub-
tractive v-operation defined in the equations (25) and (26).
Similarly, there are number string groups or graphic groups
made by the subtractive v-operation. Other groups can be
obtained by one of two equations (25) and (26), or one
of two equations (19) and (20), such that a general matrix
group Um = {M(ari,j)m×n : r ∈ [1,m]} holds true, where
M(ari,j)m×n is defined in (27).
III. TECHNIQUES FOR PRODUCING TEXT-BASE CODES
In this section we introduce basic techniques for produc-
ing TB-paws from Topcode-matrices and Topsnut-matrices of
Topsnut-gpws. As mentioned in the previous sections, the
TB-paws made from those Topsnut-matrices can not rebuild
up the original Topsnut-gpws, since Topsnut-gpws consist of
topological structures and Topcode-matrices, but TB-paws are
not related with topological structures.
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A. Basic rules for finding continuous fold lines
Some basic rules shown in Fig.19 can be formed as algo-
rithms. In general, we have a matrix M(ai,j)m×n defined as:
M(ai,j)m×n =

a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,n
a2,1 a2,2 · · · a2,n
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
am,1 am,2 · · · am,n
 (27)
Fig. 19. Basic rules (also, adjacent TB-paw lines) for producing TB-
paws from Topsnut-matrices, Topcode-matrices and Hanzi-GB2312-
80 matrices.
Based on the matrix (27), the rule Vo-1 pictured in Fig.19
enables us to write out a TB-paw
T eb (M(ai,j)m×n) = a1,1a1,2 · · · a1,n
a2,na2,n−1 · · · a2,2a2,1a3,1a3,2 · · · a3,n
a4,na4,n−1 · · · a4,2a4,1a5,1a5,2 · · · a5,n−1a5,n
· · · · · · · · ·
am−1,1am−1,2 · · · am−1,nam,nam,n−1 · · · am,2am,1
(28)
as m is even, and furthermore we have another TB-paw
T ob (M(ai,j)m×n) = a1,1a1,2 · · · a1,n
a2,na2,n−1 · · · a2,2a2,1a3,1a3,2 · · · a3,n
a4,na4,n−1 · · · a4,2a4,1a5,1a5,2 · · · a5,n−1a5,n
· · · · · · · · ·
am,1am,2 · · · am,n
(29)
as m is odd. We can write a TB-paw line
L = (x1, y1)(x2, y2) · · · (xmn, ymn), (30)
where (x1, y1) is the initial point, (xmn, ymn) the terminal
point in xOy-plane, and (xi, yi) 6= (xj , yj) if i 6= j. We have
some particular TB-paw lines as:
(1) An adjacent TB-paw line L shown in (30) has: Two con-
secutive points (xi, yi)(xi+1, yi+1) hold one of |yi−yi+1| = 1
and |xi − xi+1| = 1 (see Fig.20(a)).
(2) A closed adjacent TB-paw line is an adjacent TB-paw
line with both the initial point and the terminal point are a
point (see Fig.20(b)).
(3) A closed TB-paw line such that each point of the line
is both the initial point and the terminal point (see Fig.20(c)).
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Fig. 20. (a) An adjacent TB-paw line; (b) a closed adjacent TB-paw
line; (c) a closed TB-paw line, not adjacent.
Remark 3. (1) The TB-paw lines shown in Fig.19 can be
written into algorithms of polynomial times.
(2) TB-paws made from the matrix (27) corresponds a
question, called “Finding all total TB-paw lines in a lattice
Pm × Pn for deriving TB-paws from matrices” stated exactly
as: Let Pm × Pn be a lattice in xOy-plane. There are points
(i, j) on the lattice Pm×Pn with i ∈ [1,m] and j ∈ [1, n]. If
a fold-line L with initial point (a, b) and terminal point (c, d)
on Pm×Pn is internally disjoint and contains all points (i, j)
of Pm × Pn, and each point (i, j) appears in L once only,
we call L a total TB-paw line. We hope to find all possible
total TB-paw lines of Pm×Pn. Also, we can consider that L
consists of L1, L2, . . . , Lm with m ≥ 2.
(3) There are random TB-paw lines based on probabilistic
methods for deriving probabilistic TB-paws.
B. Topsnut- and Topcode-matrices related with graphs
1) Topcode-matrices from public keys and private keys:
Since a Topsnut-gpw G can be split into two parts: one is a
public key Gpub and another one is a private key Gpri, such
that G = G1∪G2 is an authentication, see an example shown
in Fig.21 for understanding this concept. Thereby, we have a
Topsnut-matrix
Avev(G) = Avev(Gpub) unionmultiAvev(Gpri)
made by two Topsnut-matrices Avev(Gpub) and Avev(Gpri).
On the other hands, these Topsnut-matrices are just
three e-valued Topcode-matrices Tcode(G), Tcode(Gpub) and
Tcode(Gpri). In general, we, according to the matrix equation
(10), can write a Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in Definition
4 in the following form
Tcode = unionmultimi=1T icode = T 1code unionmulti T 2code unionmulti · · · unionmulti Tmcode (31)
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where each T icode can be regarded as a public key or a private
key to an authentication Tcode.
pub
pri
Fig. 21. A public key Gpub and a private key Gpri can be
certified successfully by an authentication G shown in Fig.11, that
is, G = Gpub ∪Gpri, where the set {0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14} is
the common boundaries of Gpub and Gpri.
2) Complementary Topcode-matrices: Let Tcode =
(X E Y )T and T code = (X E Y )T be two Topcode-matrices.
A Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in Definition 4 is bipartite
if each graph corresponding Tcode has no odd-cycle.
We say T code to be a complementary Topcode-matrix of a
Topcode-matrix Tcode if TcodeunionmultiT code holds E∗∩E∗ = ∅ and
corresponds a complete graph Kn with (XY )∗ = (XY )∗ and
n = |(XY )∗|. See some examples shown in Fig.22 and 23.
G1 G2 G3
G4 G5
Fig. 22. (a) and (b) are a pair of complementary Topsnut-gpws; (c)
and (d) are a pair of complementary Topcode-matrices; (a) and (c)
are a pair of twin Topsnut-gpws; and G5 = G1 ∪G2.
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Fig. 23. B1 and B2 are a pair of complementary Topcode-matrices;
B1 and B3 are a pair of twin Topcode-matrices; B3 and B4 are a
pair of complementary Topcode-matrices. Here, each Topcode-matrix
Bi corresponds a graph Gi shown in Fig.22 with i ∈ [1, 4].
3) Twin odd-graceful Topcode-matrices: As known, an
odd-graceful Topcode-matrix Tcode = (X E Y )T3×q holds
(XY )∗ ⊂ [0, 2q − 1] and ei = |xi − yi| with i ∈ [1, q], as
well as E∗ = [1, 2q − 1]o. And there is another Topcode-
matrix T code = (X E Y )T3×q holds (XY )
∗ ⊂ [0, 2q] and
e′i = |x′i − y′i| for i ∈ [1, q] such that E
∗
= [1, 2q − 1]o
holds true. If (XY )∗ ∪ (XY )∗ = [0, 2q], where (XY )∗ and
(XY )∗ are two sets of all different numbers in X,Y,X and Y
respectively, then we say (Tcode, T code) a twin odd-graceful
Topcode-matrix matching (see examples shown in Fig.24).
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Fig. 24. Twin odd-graceful Topcode-matrices (Tcode, T
k
code) with
k ∈ [1, 6].
4) Topcode-matrices of line Topsnut-gpws: We show the
line graphs in Fig.25. For i ∈ [1, 6], each line Topsnut-
gpw Gim is the line graph of the Topsnut-gpw Gi shown in
Fig.18. It is not hard to write the Topcode-matrices of these
line Topsnut-gpws. Furthermore, (Gi, Gim) is a Topsnut-gpw
matching, or an encrypting authentication.
A graceful Topcode-matrix Tcode corresponds a graceful
graph G, and another graceful Topcode-matrix TLcode corre-
sponds another graceful graph H . We call (Tcode, TLcode) to be
double graceful if H is the line graph of G.
5) Various H-complementary matchings based on Topcode-
matrices: Let G be a connected graph having two proper
subgraphs H1 and H2 with |V (Hi)| ≥ 2 and |E(Hi)| ≥ 1 for
i = 1, 2. We have:
Condition-1. V (H) = V (H1) = V (H2);
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Fig. 25. Each line Topsnut-gpw Gim is the line graph of the Topsnut-
gpw Gi shown in Fig.18 with i ∈ [1, 6].
Condition-2. V (H) = V (H1) ∪ V (H2) and V (H1) ∩
V (H2) = ∅;
Condition-3. V (H) = V (H1) ∪ V (H2) and V (H1) ∩
V (H2) 6= ∅;
Condition-4. E(H) = E(H1) ∪ E(H2) and E(H1) ∩
E(H2) = ∅;
Condition-5. E(H) = E(H1) ∪ E(H2) and E(H1) ∩
E(H2) 6= ∅.
Suppose that G corresponds a Topcode-matrix Tcode defined
in Definition 4, and Hi corresponds a Topcode-matrix T icode
defined in Definition 4 with i = 1, 2. There are the following
H-complementary matchings:
ComMat-1. An e-proper H-complementary matching
(T 1code, T
2
code) holds Condition-1, Condition-4 and Tcode =
T 1code unionmulti T 2code true.
ComMat-2. A v-joint e-proper H-complementary match-
ing (T 1code, T
2
code) holds Condition-3, Condition-4 and Tcode =
T 1code unionmulti T 2code true.
ComMat-3. An e-joint H-complementary matching
(T 1code, T
2
code) holds Condition-1, Condition-5 and
Tcode = T
1
code unionmulti T 2code true.
ComMat-4. A ve-joint H-complementary matching
(T 1code, T
2
code) holds Condition-3, Condition-5 and
Tcode = T
1
code unionmulti T 2code true.
IV. PAN-MATRICES
A pan-matrix has its own elements from a set Z, for
instance, Z is a letter set, or a Hanzi (Chinese characters) set,
or a graph set, or a poem set, or a music set, even a picture
set, etc.. In this section, we will discuss pan-matrices made by
Hanzi, or Chinese idioms.
A. Hanzi-matrices
“Chinese character” is abbreviated as “Hanzi” hereafter, and
we use the Chinese code GB2312-80 in [13] to express a
Hanzi, and write this Hanzi as Habcd, where abcd is a Chinese
code in [13].
Definition 10. [17] A Hanzi-GB2312-80 matrix (or Hanzi-
matrix) Ahan(H) of a Hanzi-sentence H = {Haibicidi}mi=1
made by m Hanzis Ha1b1c1d1 , Ha2b2c2d2 , . . . , Hambmcmdm is
defined as
Ahan(H) =

a1 a2 · · · am
b1 b2 · · · bm
c1 c2 · · · cm
d1 d2 · · · dm
 =

A
B
C
D

= (A B C D)T4×m
(32)
where
A = (a1 a2 · · · am), B = (b1 b2 · · · bm)
C = (c1 c2 · · · cm), D = (d1 d2 · · · dm)
(33)
where each Chinese code aibicidi is defined in [13]. 2
See two Hanzi-GB2312-80 matrices shown in Fig.32. An-
other Hanzi-GB2312-80 matrix is as follows:
Ahan(G
∗) =

4 4 2 2 5 4 4 4 3
0 0 6 5 2 4 7 4 8
4 4 3 1 8 7 3 1 2
3 3 5 1 2 6 4 1 9
 (34)
according to a Hanzi-sentence G∗ = H4043 H4043 H2635
H2511 H5282 H4476 H4734 H4411 H3829 shown in Fig.26
(b)(1). This Hanzi-sentence G∗ induces another matrix as
follows:
Ahan(G
∗) =
 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 5E E 9 1 2 9 E 9 EB B 7 6 1 2 0 1 7
A A D C 9 9 B A 3

(35)
by Chinese code of Chinese dictionary, see Fig.26 (a).
人
好
公
则
天
下
太
平
人人好公 则天下太平
人好人公 则天下太平
人人好 则天下太公平
人好人则公 太平天下
公则天下 人好人太平
天下公 则人好人太平
太平天下 则人好人公
人人好公 则太平天下
天下太平 则人人好公
Fig. 26. In [17]: (a) Pinyin, Chinese code and Hanzi-GB2312-80 of
Hanzis; (b) nine Hanzi-sentences made by nine Hanzis H4043, H4043,
H2635, H2511, H5282, H4476, H4734, H4411 and H3829 shown in (a);
(c) a topological model of nine Hanzis, called Hanzi-graphs.
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B. Adjacent ve-value matrices
An adjacent ve-value matrix A(G) = (ai,j)(p+1)×(p+1) is
defined on a colored (p, q)-graph G with a coloring/labelling
g : V (G) ∪ E(G) → [a, b] for V (G) = {x1, x2, . . . , xp} in
the way:
(i) a1,1 = 0, a1,j+1 = g(xj) with j ∈ [1, p], and ak+1,1 =
g(xk) with k ∈ [1, p].
(ii) ai+1,i+1 = 0 with i ∈ [1, p].
(iii) For an edge xij = xixj ∈ E(G) with i, j ∈ [1, p], then
ai+1,j+1 = g(xij), otherwise ai+1,j+1 = 0.
The Tosnut-gpw G2 shown in Fig.11 has its own adjacent
ve-value matrix A(G2) shown in Fig.27.
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Fig. 27. Other rules on two adjacent ve-value matrices defined by
the Tosnut-gpw G2 shown in Fig.11.
According to a red line L under the adjacent ve-value matrix
A(G2) shown in Fig.27(a), we can write a TB-paw
Tb(A(G2)) =0034567700000000077654300
345600000006543012000210
and another TB-paw
Tb(A
′(G2)) =011002430420000054567760
0000000000560776543300300
is obtained along a red line L′ under the adjacent ve-value
matrix A′(G2) shown in Fig.27 (b).
We have a matrix set {A(G2; k) : k ∈ [1, 7]} with A(G2; 1)
= A(G2) shown in Fig.27(a), and each matrix A(G2; k) =
(aki,j)7×7 holds a
k
i,j = k + a
1
i,j (mod 7) with k ∈ [1, 7], and
we can use {A(G2; k) : k ∈ [1, 7]} to form an every-zero
additive associative Topcode+-matrix group by the additive v-
operation defined in the equations (19) and (20). Correspond-
ingly, each A(G2; k) derives a TB-paw T kb (A(G2)) along the
red line L under the adjacent ve-value matrix A(G2) shown in
Fig.27(a), so the number string set {T kb (A(G2)) : k ∈ [1, 7]},
also, forms an every-zero additive associative number string
group by the additive v-operation.
By an adjacency ve-value matrix A(1)(H4043) shown in
Fig.28, we have a TB-paw Tb(11) unionmulti Tb(12), where
Tb(11) = 868788828384870830830
and Tb(12) = 00820888200. Another adjacency ve-value
matrix A(2)(H4043) gives us another TB-paw Tb(21) unionmulti
Tb(22), where Tb(21) = 86885874008108250810818100 and
gpwH 4043
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Fig. 28. A Hanzi H4043 with its Hanzi-gpw Hgpw4043 and two adjacency
ve-value matrices A(1)(H4043) and A(2)(H4043) cited from [17].
Tb(22) = 0084083. In this example, we have shown a tech-
nique based on adjacent ve-value matrices for producing TB-
paws by Hanzis, and it is possible to generalize this technique
to be other more complex cases.
C. Linear system of Hanzi equations
Let us see an example shown in Fig.29 and Fig.30. Using
a Hanzi-string T = H4476H4734H4662H4311 (it is a Chinese
idiom), we set up a Hanzi-GB2312-80 matrix (also, coefficient
matrix) A(T ) shown in Fig.29, and get a system Y = A(T )X
of linear Hanzi equations. Next, we put x1, x2, x3, x4 into X
with x1 = 2, x2 = 0, x3 = 1, x4 = 6 of a Hanzi H2016
from [13], and then solve another Hanzi H6532 by the system
Y = A(T )X , and moreover Y = X when A(T ) is the unit
matrix, and X = A−1(T )Y as if the determinant |A(T )| 6= 0.
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Fig. 29. A Hanzi-string T = H4476H4734H4662H4311, and a system
Y = A(T )X of linear Hanzi equations made by a known Hanzi
Hx1x2x3x4 and a unknown Hanzi Hy1y2y3y4 based on [13].
In Fig.30, we have
yi = βi,1x1 + βi,2x2 + βi,3x3 + βi,4x4 (mod 10) (36)
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窗 2016前 3916明 3587月 5234光 2566
咴 6352逶 6952硷 2879咂 6338洧 6802
疑 是 地 上 霜
0417敷 2383崂 6532 4499芥 2970
Fig. 30. Based on the system Y = A(T )X shown in Fig.29, some
Hy1y2y3y4 in (b) are unknown in [13].
for i ∈ [1, 4], where (β1,1 β1,2 β1,3 β1,4) = (4 4 4 4),
(β2,1 β2,2 β2,3 β2,4) = (4 7 6 3), (β3,1 β3,2 β3,3 β3,4) =
(7 3 6 1) and (β4,1 β4,2 β4,3 β4,4) = (6 4 2 1). From Fig.30(a),
let
X1 = (2 0 1 6)
T , X2 = (3 9 1 6)
T , X3 = (3 5 8 7)
T ,
X4 = (5 2 3 4)
T , X5 = (2 5 6 6)
T ;
so we have solved
Y1 = (6 3 5 2)
T , Y2 = (6 9 5 2)
T , Y3 = (2 8 7 9)
T ,
Y4 = (6 3 3 8)
T , Y5 = (6 8 0 2)
T ,
and get five equations
Yi = A(T )Xi, i ∈ [1, 5]. (37)
Finally, we get a matrix equation by the union-addition
operation “unionmulti” as:
unionmulti5i=1 Yi = unionmulti5i=1A(T )Xi = A(T ) unionmulti5i=1 Xi. (38)
Through the matrix equation (38), we have translated
a Chinese sentence Cpub = H2016H3916H3587H5234H2566
(as a public key) into another Chinese sentence Cpri =
H6352H6952H2879H6338H6802 (as a private key), see Fig.31.
From these two sentences Cpub and Cpri, we get two TB-paws
Tb(Cpub) = 20163916358752342566
and
Tb(Cpri) = 63526952287963386802.
Clearly, for a fixed public key Cpub, we may have many private
keys Cpri from different Hanzi-GB2312-80 matrices.
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Fig. 31. A matrix equation based on the matrix equation (38).
We generalize the matrix equation (38) by setting matrices
Y ′i = (yi,1 yi,2 yi,3 yi,4)
T
4×1, X
′
i = (xi,1 xi,2 xi,3 xi,4)
T
4×1
and (ai,j)4×4 with 0 ≤ ai,j ≤ 9, such that X4×m = unionmultimi=1X ′i
and Y4×m = unionmultimi=1Y ′i . We define the dot product yi,j of two
vectors (ai,1 ai,2 ai,3 ai,4) and (xj,1 xj,2 xj,3 xj,4)T as
yi,j = (ai,1 ai,2 ai,3 ai,4) • (xj,1 xj,2 xj,3 xj,4)T
= ai,1xj,1 + ai,2xj,2 + ai,3xj,3 + ai,4xj,4 (mod 10),
so we get a matrix equation below
Y4×m = (ai,j)4×4X4×m, (39)
where Y4×m is an unknown matrix, (ai,j)4×4 is a coefficient
matrix and X4×m is a known matrix.
D. Equations based on Hanzi-matrices
We define another type of Hanzi-matrices as follows:
Arhan =

a1 b1 c1 d1
a2 b2 c2 d2
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
am bm cm dm
 =

X1
X2
· · ·
Xm

= (X1 X2 · · · Xm)Tm×4
(40)
where Xk = (ak bk cm dk) with k ∈ [1,m] corresponds a
Hanzi Hakbkcmdk in [13], and
Achan =

x1 x2 · · · xn
y1 y2 · · · yn
z1 z2 · · · zn
w1 w2 · · · wn

= (Y1 Y2 · · · Yn)4×n
(41)
where Yj = (xj yj zj wj)T with j ∈ [1, n] corresponds a
Hanzi Hxjyjzjwj in [13]. Thereby, we define
A
r(•)c
han = A
r
han(•)Achan
= (X1 X2 · · · Xm)Tm×4(•)(Y1 Y2 · · · Yn)4×n
(42)
where Ar×chan = (αi,j)m×n and “(•)” is an abstract operation.
We define two operations that differ from the additive v-
operation defined in (19) and (20):
(i) Multiplication “•” on components of two vectors. We
define
Xk • Yj = (ak bk ck dk) • (xj yj zj wj)T
= ak,jbk,jck,jdk,j
(43)
where ak,j = ak · xj (mod 10), bk,j = bk · yj (mod 10),
ck,j = ck · zj (mod 10) and dk,j = dk · wj (mod 10). So
Ar•chan = A
r
han • Achan (see an example shown in Fig.32 and
Fig.33).
(ii) Addition “⊕” on components of two vectors. We define
Xk ⊕ Yj = (ak bk cm dk)⊕ (xj yj zj wj)T
= αk,jβk,jγk,jδk,j
(44)
where αk,j = ak + xj (mod 10), βk,j = bk + yj (mod 10),
γk,j = cm+zj ( mod 10) and δk,j = dk+wj ( mod 10), that
is Ar⊕chan = A
r
han⊕Achan (see an example shown in Fig.32 and
Fig.33).
Observe Fig.33, there are several “?” in two matrices
Ar•chan = (αi,j)3×5 and A
r⊕c
han = (αi,j)3×5, since no Hanzi
with Chinese codes in [13] corresponds to these “?”.
Thereby, each element of the matrix Ar•chan = (αi,j)m×n
(or Ar⊕chan = (αi,j)m×n) is a number of four bytes which
corresponds a Hanzi in [13], so we call Ar•chan = (αi,j)m×n
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Fig. 32. Examples for the multiplication and the addition on
components of two vectors.
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Fig. 33. Two matrices obtained from Fig.32.
(or Ar⊕chan) a Hanzi-matrix. On the other hands, we can regard
Ar•chan = (αi,j)m×n (or A
r⊕c
han) as an authentication for the
public key Arhan and the private key A
c
han.
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Fig. 34. Two pure Hanzi matrices from Fig.33.
If we have an encoding of Chinese characters, which con-
tains 104 different Chinese characters, then our Hanzi-matrices
contain no “?”.
E. Matrices with elements to be graphs or Topsnut-gpws
1) Coefficient matrices are number matrices: A graph-
matrix is one with every element to be a graph or a Topsnut-
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Fig. 35. A Hanzi-group based on the additive v-operation under
mod 10.
gpw. Let
Acoe =

a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,n
a2,1 a2,2 · · · a2,n
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
am,1 am,2 · · · am,n
 (45)
and two graph vectors Y (H) = (H1 H2 · · · Hm)T and
X(G) = (G1 G2 · · · Gn)T , where Gi and Hj are colored
graphs with i ∈ [1, n] and j ∈ [1,m]. We have a system of
graph equations
Y (H) = Acoe ∪X(G) (46)
with Hi =
⋃n
j=1 ai,jGj , where “
⋃
” is the union operation on
graphs of graph theory, and ai,jGj is a disconnected graph
having ai,j components that are isomorphic to Gi, that is H1H2· · ·
Hm
 =
 a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,na2,1 a2,2 · · · a2,n· · · · · · · · · · · ·
am,1 am,2 · · · am,n
⋃
 G1G2· · ·
Gn
 (47)
2) Coefficient matrices have elements being graphs: We
define a graph coefficient matrix Agraph by
Agraph =

G1,1 G1,2 · · · G1,q
G2,1 G2,2 · · · G2,q
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
Gp,1 Gm,2 · · · Gp,q

p×q
(48)
and two graph vectors Y (L) = (L1 L2 · · · Lp)T and X(T ) =
(T1 T2 · · · Tq)T , where Ti and Lj are colored graphs with
i ∈ [1, q] and j ∈ [1, p]. Thereby, we have a system of graph
equations
Y (L) = Agraph(∗)X(T ) (49)
with Li =
⋃q
j=1[Gi,j(∗)Tj ], where “(∗)” is a graph operation
on colored graphs in graph theory (Ref. [5], [6]).
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3) Topcode-matrices with variables: We show such a
matrix in Fig.36, and get a TB-paw Tb(H4043; s, i) from
the Topcode-matrix T (Hgpw4043) made by a Topsnut-gpw H
gpw
4043
based on a Hanzi H4043 as follows:
Tb(H4043; s, i) = (s− 1)(s− i− 2)(i+ 1)(s− i− 1)
s(s− i)i(i+ 1)(s− i− 3)(s− 2)(s− i− 4)(i+ 2).
s-i-2
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s i
s i
s i
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Fig. 36. A Topcode-matrix with elements of variables s and i cited
from [17].
4) Topcode-matrices from analytic Hanzis: In Fig.37, a
Hanzi H4585 was put into xOy-plane, so we get a new type
of matrices, called analytic matrices.
王 (1,2)(0,2) (2,2)
(2,0)(1,0)
(0,0)
(0,1) (2,1)(1,1)
1 2
3
6
4 5
7 8
A T4585
Fig. 37. A Hanzi H4585 and its analytic graph, as well as its Topcode-
matrix with elements to be numbers and coordinates in xOy-plane
cited from [17].
5) Dynamic Topcode-matrices from dynamic networks:
Let N (t) be a dynamic network at time step t. Thereby,
N (t) has an its own dynamic Topcode-matrix Tcode(N (t))
at each time step t, where Tcode(N (t)) = (X(t) E(t) Y (t))T
with X(t) = (xt1 x
t
2 · · · xtq(t)), E(t) = (et1 et2 · · · etq(t))
and Y (t) = (yt1 y
t
2 · · · ytq(t)). Conversely, Tcode(N (t)) may
corresponds two or more dynamic networks at time step t,
and these dynamic networks match each other (Ref. [2]).
Obviously, there are interesting topics on dynamic Topcode-
matrices.
V. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN MATRICES AND GROUPS
As to answer “What applications do Topcode-matrices
have?” proposed in the previous section, we will try to join
our matrices by graphical methods in this section. Conversely,
some contents are colored/labelled graphs with the matrices
introduced here. We will deal with these two problems: Label
a graph H by the elements of a graph group {F (G);⊕} =
{Gx,i, Ge,j , Gy,k : 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ q}, conversely, the graph H
is made by the graph group {F (G);⊕}. Thereby, we get H’s
Topcode-matrix as follows
Matrix(H) =
 Gx,1 Gx,2 · · · Gx,qGe,1 Ge,2 · · · Ge,q
Gy,1 Gy,2 · · · Gy,q

=
 GXGE
GY
 = (GX GE GY )T
(50)
where three graph vectors GX = (Gx,1 Gx,2 · · · Gx,q), GE =
(Ge,1 Ge,2 · · · Ge,q) and GY = (Gy,1 Gy,2 · · · Gy,q). We
say Matrix(H) to be graphicable.
A. Connections between particular Topcode-matrices
Theorem 11. A Topcode-matrix Tcode Definition 4 and cor-
responding a tree is a set-ordered graceful Topcode-matrix if
and only if it is equivalent with
(1) a set-ordered odd-graceful Topcode-matrix.
(2) a set-ordered edge-magic total Topcode-matrix.
(3) a 6C-Topcode-matrix (resp. a 6C-odd-Topcode-matrix).
Proof. Let Tcode = (X E Y )T3×q be a set-ordered graceful
Topcode-matrix, where v-vector X = (x1 x2 · · · xq) and v-
vector Y = (y1 y2 · · · yq) hold maxX < minY true such
that 1 ≤ ei = yi−xi ≤ q, and moreover E = (e1 e2 · · · eq) =
(1 2 · · · q). For the purpose of statement, we write {xki : i ∈
[1, q]} = Xk = (xk1 xk2 · · · xkq ), {eki : i ∈ [1, q]} = Ek =
(ek1 e
k
2 · · · ekq ) and {yki : i ∈ [1, q]} = Y k = (yk1 yk2 · · · ykq )
with k ≥ 0, where X0 = X , E0 = E and Y 0 = Y . By the
property of a set-ordered graceful Topcode-matrix, we have
(XY )∗ = {x1, x2, . . . , xs} ∪ {y1, y2, . . . , yt} with s+ t = p,
and moreover 0 = x1 < xi < xi+1 ≤ s− 1 for i ∈ [2, s− 1]
and s ≤ yj < yj+1 < yt = p for j ∈ [1, t − 2]. We have
yt−j+1 = s+ p− yj with j ∈ [1, t]
Proof of claim (1). The proof of “if”. We make a
set-ordered odd-graceful Topcode-matrix T 1code = (X
1 E1
Y 1)T3×q in the way: For i ∈ [1, q], set up x1i = 2xi for x1i ∈ X1
and y1i = 2yi − 1 for y1i ∈ Y 1, as well as e1i = |y1i − x1i |.
Clearly, maxX1 < minY 1, and 1 ≤ e1i = y1i − x1i , such
that e1i = y
1
i − x1i = 2(yi − xi) − 1 ∈ [1, 2q − 1]o. We
claim that T 1code is a set-ordered odd-graceful Topcode-matrix.
Write this procedure as F1, so we have T 1code = F1(Tcode), a
transformation on two Topcode-matrices.
The proof of “only if”. Suppose that T 1code = (X
1 E1
Y 1)T3×q is a set-ordered odd-graceful Topcode-matrix with
X1 = {x1i : i ∈ [1, q]}, Y 1 = {y1i : i ∈ [1, q]} and
e1i = y
1
i − x1i ∈ E1 = [1, 2q − 1]o, here maxX1 < minY 1.
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So, each x1i must be even, and each y
1
i must be odd. We
make a transformation f : xi = 12x
1
i and yi =
1
2 (y
1
i + 1).
Then we get xi = 12x
1
i ∈ X = (x1 x2 · · · xq) and
yi =
1
2 (y
1
i + 1) ∈ Y = (y1 y2 · · · yq), as well as
ei = yi − xi = 1
2
(y1i + 1)−
1
2
x1i
=
1
2
(y1i + 1− x1i ) ∈ [1, q],
which means E = (1 2 · · · q), so Tcode = (X E Y )T3×q is a
set-ordered graceful Topcode-matrix.
Proof of claim (2). Necessary. We have a matrix T 2code =
(X2 E2 Y 2)T3×q defined as: x
2
i = xi + 1 for x
2
i ∈ X2 and
i ∈ [1, s], and y2j = yt−j+1 + 1 for y2i ∈ Y 2 with j ∈ [1, t],
as well as e2i = ei + p with i ∈ [1, q]. Clearly, maxX2 =
max{x2i : i ∈ [1, q]} < minY 2 = min{y2i : i ∈ [1, q]}, and
x2i + e
2
i + y
2
i = xi + 1 + ei + p+ yt−j+1 + 1
= xi + 1 + yi − xi + p+ s+ p− yi + 1
= s+ 2p+ 2
a constant, so we claim that T 2code to be a set-ordered edge-
magic total Topcode-matrix (also, a super edge-magic total
Topcode-matrix). Write this transformation as F2, so T 2code =
F2(Tcode).
Sufficiency. Let T 2code = (X
2 E2 Y 2)T3×q be a set-ordered
edge-magic total Topcode-matrix, and x2i +e
2
i +y
2
i = s+2p+2
for i ∈ [1, q], and E2 = [p+ 1, p+ q], where (X2Y 2)∗ is the
set of all different numbers of X2 and Y 2, and (X2Y 2)∗ =
{x21, x22, . . . , x2s} ∪ {y21 , y22 , . . . , y2t } with p = s + t. Notice
that T 2code holds maxX
2 = max{x2i : i ∈ [1, q]} < minY 2 =
min{y2i : i ∈ [1, q]}. Now, we set xi = x2i − 1 with i ∈ [1, s]
and yj = y2t−j+1 − 1 with j ∈ [1, t], and set ei = e2i − p
with i ∈ [1, q]. Then we get a matrix Tcode = (X E Y )T3×q .
Clearly, {ei : i ∈ [1, q]} = [1, q] and furthermore
ei = e
2
i − p = (s+ 2p+ 2)− (x2i + y2i )− p
= s+ p+ 2− (xi + 1 + s+ p− y2t−i+1 + 1)
= yi − xi
and E∗ = [1, q]. Thereby, Tcode is a set-ordered graceful
Topcode-matrix, as desired.
Proof of claim (3). The proof of “if”. A Topcode-matrix
T 3code is a 6C-Topcode-matrix if there are the following facts:
(0) (X3Y 3)∗ ∪ E3 = [1, p+ q].
Solution. We, for i ∈ [1, q], set
x3i = xi + 1, y
3
i = yi + 1 (51)
which indicates (X3Y 3)∗ = [1, p]; and
e3i = eq−i+1 + p, (52)
which means E3 = [p+ 1, p+ q].
(1) (e-magic) There exists a constant k such that e3i + |x3i −
y3i | = k for i ∈ [1, q].
Solution. We have
e3i + |x3i − y3i | = eq−i+1 + p+ yi + 1− (xi + 1)
= eq−i+1 + p+ ei
= p+ q + 1,
since ei + eq−i+1 = q + 1.
(2) e3i = |x3j−y3j | or e3i = 2M−|x3j−y3j | for each i ∈ [1, q]
and some j ∈ [1, q], and M = θ(q, |(XY )∗|).
Solution. From
e3i = eq−i+1 + p = p+ q + 1− ei
= p+ 1 + ej = |(X3Y 3)∗|+ 1 + yj − xj ,
this holds true.
(3) (ee-balanced) Let s(e3i ) = |x3i − y3i | − e3i for i ∈ [1, q].
There exists a constant k′ such that each e3i with i ∈ [1, q]
matches with another e3j holding s(e
3
i ) + s(e
3
j ) = k
′ (or 2(q+
|(X3Y 3)∗|) + s(e3i ) + s(e3j ) = k′, or (|(X3Y 3)∗|+ q + 1) +
s(e3i ) + s(e
3
j ) = k
′) true.
Solution. We have
s(e3i ) = |x3i − y3i | − e3i = yi − xi − (eq−i+1 + p)
= ei − (q + 1− ei + p)
= 2ei − (p+ q + 1),
and
s(e3q−i+1) = |x3q−i+1 − y3q−i+1| − e3q−i+1
= yq−i+1 − xq−i+1 − (ei + p)
= eq−i+1 − ei − p
= q + 1− 2ei − p,
as well as s(e3i )+s(e
3
q−i+1) = q+1−p− (p+q+1) = −2p.
(4) (EV-ordered) min(X3Y 3)∗ > maxE3, or
max(X3Y 3)∗ < minE3, or (X3Y 3)∗ ⊆ E3, or E3
⊆ (X3Y 3)∗, or (X3Y 3)∗ is an odd-set and E3 is an even-set.
Solution. Clearly, max(X3Y 3)∗ = p < p+ 1 = minE3.
(5) (ve-matching) there exists a constant k′′ such that each
e3i ∈ E3 matches with w ∈ (X3Y 3)∗ such that e3i + w = k′′,
and each vertex x3i ∈ (X3Y 3)∗ matches with e3t ∈ E3 such
that x3i + e
3
t = k
′′.
Solution. Notice that (X3Y 3)∗ = [1, p], E3 = [1, q]. Take
w = ei, e3i +w = eq−i+1 + p+ ei = q+ 1 + p, also, we have
w matches with e3t = e
3
i .
(6) maxX3 < minY 3 holds true.
Solution. It is obvious, since x3i = xi + 1 < y
3
i = yi + 1.
Write the above transformation as F3, we get T 3code =
F3(Tcode).
The proof of “only if”. Since a 6C-Topcode-matrix T 3code =
(X3 E3 Y 3)T3×q holds the facts shown in the proof of “if”
above, so we, by (51) and (52), can set xi = x3i−1, yi = y3i−1,
so (XY )∗ = [0, p − 1] and ei = e3q−i+1 − p = ei + p − p,
so E∗ = [1, q]; and maxX < minY from xi = x3i − 1 <
y3i − 1 = yi. Thereby, T 3code is equivalent to a set-ordered
graceful Topcode-matrix Tcode = (X E Y )T3×q .
The proof of “a 6C-odd-Topcode-matrix” is similar with
that of “a 6C-Topcode-matrix”, so we omit it.
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Remark 4. Let G(Tcode) be the set of graphs G1, G2, . . . , Gm
derived by a Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in Definition 4.
1. If Tcode is equivalent to each of Topcode-matrices T icode
defined in Definition 4 with G(T icode) = {Gi1, Gi2, . . . , Gim}
and i ∈ [1, n], then there exists a transformation fi such that
Gij = fi(Gj) with j ∈ [1,m]. Thereby, we claim that the
set G(Tcode) is equivalent to each set G(T icode) according to
T icode = fi(Tcode) with i ∈ [1, n].
2. Refereing [2], it shows that each graph Gj matches with
the graph Gij from T
i
code = fi(Tcode), j ∈ [1,m].
3. Each graph of G(Tcode) is similar with others of G(Tcode)
by the Topcode-matrix Tcode of view (Ref. [2]).
4. If H∗ ∈ G(Tcode) holds that |V (H∗)| ≤ |V (Gi)|, then
H∗ is unique.
B. Groups to graph networks
Translating groups into “graph networks” here are re-
ally topological connections between the groups, rather than
“Graph networks” investigated in [3]. Using the additive
v-operation defined in (19) and (20) for Topcode+-matrix
groups, we can mapping all elements of a Topcode+-matrix
group to some graph network H with evaluated colorings on
its vertices and edges, see an example is shown in Fig.38, in
which Hunder is the underlying graph of the graph network
H , and each of (a), (b) and (c) is H , where (a) and (b) are
called ve-graceful evaluated colorings of H , since there exists
a function f : V (H) → F6 = {Ti : i ∈ [1, 6]} such that
f(V (H)) = F6 and f(E(H)) = F6 \ {T6}; however, (c) has
no vertices were labelled with T1 and T3, so we call (c) an e-
graceful evaluated coloring of H . We can show the following
result:
Theorem 12. Given a tree T of n vertices and an every-zero
Topcode+-matrix group {Fn;⊕}, then T admits an e-graceful
evaluated coloring on {Fn;⊕}.
Remark 5. 1. Theorem 12 tells us that there are two or
more trees of n vertices having e-graceful evaluated colorings
based on an every-zero Topcode+-matrix group {Fn;⊕}.
Conversely, there are two or more every-zero Topcode+-matrix
groups such that a tree has two or more e-graceful evaluated
colorings based on them.
2. “Graph network” used here is not equivalent with that
defined in [3], roughly speaking, our graph network has: (i)
Attribute: properties that can be encoded as a vector, set, or
even another graph; (ii) Attributed: edges and vertices have
attributes associated with them; (iii) Global attribute: a graph-
level attribute.
3. A graph network H with its underlying graph to be a
tree of n vertices admits a ve-graceful evaluated coloring f
if there is a Topcode+-matrix group {Fn;⊕} (resp. a graph
group, or a number string group), where Fn = {Ti : i ∈
[1, n]}, such that f : V (H) → {Fn;⊕}, and the vertex
coloring set f(V (H)) = Fn and the edge coloring set
f(E(H)) = Fn \ {Tn}. If f(V (H)) is a proper set of Fn
and f(E(H)) = Fn \{Tn}, we call f an e-graceful evaluated
coloring.
In Fig.38, the graph network (a) has its own Topcode-matrix
Tcode(a) as follows
Tcode(a) =
 T3 T1 T6 T1 T1T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
T5 T2 T4 T4 T5
 (53)
and moreover (b) and (c) have their own Topcode-matrices
Tcode(b) and Tcode(c) as follows
Tcode(b) =
 T6 T3 T5 T3 T3T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
T4 T2 T1 T4 T5
 (54)
and
Tcode(c) =
 T2 T6 T5 T6 T6T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
T5 T2 T4 T4 T5
 (55)
Notice that all elements of three Topcode-matrices Tcode(a),
Tcode(b) and Tcode(c) are matrices too, so these three are
Topcode-matrices in Topcode-matrices. In general, the ele-
ments of a Topcode-matrix defined here may be number
strings, or graphs, or Topsnut-gpws, or Chinese characters,
etc., this is the reason we call them pan-matrices.
4. We can generalize the definition of ve-graceful eval-
uated coloring to over one hundred colorings/labellings in
[7]. For example, if there exists a coloring h on a tree
G of n vertices and Topcode+-matrix group {F2n;⊕} with
F2n = {Gi : i ∈ [1, 2n]}, such that h: V (T ) → F2n holds
the vertex coloring set h(V (G)) ⊂ F2n with |h(V (G))| = n
and the edge coloring set h(E(G)) = {G1, G3, G5, . . . ,
G2n−1}, then we call h a ve-odd-graceful evaluated coloring,
and moreover h is called an e-odd-graceful evaluated coloring
if |h(V (G))| < n and h(E(G)) = {G1, G3, G5, . . . , G2n−1}.
T3
T4
T2
T5
T1
T5 T1 T4
T2T3 T6
T1
T4
T2
T5
T3
T5 T3 T4
T2T1 T6
T3
T4
T2
T5
T1
T5 T6 T4
T2T2 T5
Fig. 38. Three graph networks (a), (b) and (c) are based on an every-
zero Topcode+-matrix group {Ti : i ∈ [1, 6]} shown in Fig.17 by
the additive v-operation defined in (19) and (20).
Theorem 13. Let {Fp(G),⊕} be an every-zero ε-group,
where Fp(G) = {G1, G2, . . . , Gp}, and ε-group is one of
every-zero Topcode+-matrix groups (Topcode-groups), every-
zero number string groups, every-zero Topsnut-gpw groups and
Hanzi-groups. If a tree T of p vertices admits a set-ordered
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graceful labelling defined in Definition 1, then T admits a
ve-graceful evaluated coloring on {Fp(G),⊕}.
Proof. Let T be a tree having p vertices and the bipartition
(X,Y ), where X = {xi : i ∈ [1, s]} and Y = {yj : j ∈ [1, t]}
with s+ t = p. By the hypothesis of the theorem, T admits a
set-ordered graceful labelling f with f(xi) = i−1 for i ∈ [1, s]
and f(yj) = s− 1 + j for j ∈ [1, t], and f(xiyj) = f(yj)−
f(xi) = s + j − i − 2 for each edge xiyj ∈ E(T ). Clearly,
f(X) < f(Y ), and moreover f(yj)+f(yt−j+1) = 2s+t−1 =
s+p−1 for j ∈ [1, t]. We define a labelling g for T as follows:
g(xi) = 1 + f(xi) for i ∈ [1, s], g(yj) = 1 + f(yt−j+1) for
j ∈ [1, t]. Notice that the tree T has |E(T )| = p − 1 edges,
for each edge xiyj ∈ E(T ),
g(xiyj) =g(xi) + g(yj) = 2 + f(xi) + f(yt−j+1)
= f(xi) + s+ p+ 1− f(yj)
= s+ p+ 1− [f(yj)− f(xi)]
= s+ p+ 1− f(xiyj),
(56)
we obtain two sets S1 = {s+p, s+p−1, . . . , s+p−1− (s−
1), s+p+1−(s+1)} and S2 = {p−1, p−2, . . . , s+1} from ().
Under modulo (p−1), the set S1 distributes a set S ′1 = [1, s].
Thereby, g(E(T )) = {g(xiyj) = g(xi)+g(yj) ( mod p−1) :
xiyj ∈ E(T )} = [1, p− 1]. Moreover,
If g(xi) + g(yj) − k ≤ 0, thus, we have a set {1 − k, 2 −
k, . . . , 0}, take modulo (p − 1), immediately, we get a set
{p− k, p− k + 1, . . . , p− 1}; if g(xi) + g(yj)− k ≥ 0, then
we get {1, 2, 3, . . . , p− k}. Thereby,
{g(xiyj)− k (mod p− 1) : xiyj ∈ E(T )}
={g(xi) + g(yj)− k (mod p− 1) : xiyj ∈ E(T )}
=[1, p− 1].
(57)
We have a coloring h : V (T ) → {F (G),⊕}, such that
h(xi) = Gg(xi), h(yj) = Gg(yj), and such that h(xiyj) =
Gg(xiyj)−k ∈ {Fp(G),⊕} by the operation (57). So, h is a
ve-graceful evaluated coloring of T on {Fp(G),⊕}.
Observe the Tosnut-gpw G shown in Fig.39, we can see
there are two or more Tosnut-gpws like G based on different
blue joining-edges, so we collect these Tosnut-gpws like G
into a set Ngraph(G). It may be interesting to find some
relationships between the graphs in Ngraph(G). By the similar
method, we can show the following result:
Theorem 14. Given a tree T of n vertices and an every-
zero Topcode+-matrix group {F2n;⊕}, then T admits an e-
odd-graceful evaluated coloring on {F2n;⊕}. Moreover, if T
admits a set-ordered graceful labelling defined in Definition
1, then T admits a ve-odd-graceful evaluated coloring on
{F2n;⊕}.
C. Overall security mechanism to networks
We can set up a protection mechanism to a colored net-
work N (t) with a graph group {Fp(G);⊕} as follows: Each
vertex w of N (t) has its own neighbor set Nei(w) =
G5
G2G2G1
G4 G4 G6G3
G5 G3G1
G3
G4
G2
G5
G1G5
G1
G4
G2
G3
G6
Fig. 39. The underlying graph Hunder shown in Fig.38 is labelled with
an every-zero graph group shown in Fig.18 to producing a Tosnut-
gpw G on gray rectangle, and G is equivalent to H shown in Fig.38
(a).
{w1, w2, . . . , wd}, where d = deg(w). If a vertex u out of
N (t) will join with the vertex w of N (t) (i.e. u wants to visit
w), then u must to get admitted permit per(wi) of each vertex
wi ∈ Nei(w) with i ∈ [1, d]. The set {per(wi) : wi ∈ Nei(w)}
is the key for the vertex u out of N (t) visiting the vertex w of
N (t). We call the protection mechanism as an overall security
mechanism of N (t).
The methods to realize our overall security mechanism to
encrypt networks are:
(i) Encrypting the vertices and edges of a network by
various groups introduced here, such as every-zero number
string groups, every-zero Topcode+-matrix groups, every-
zero Topcode−-matrix groups, pan-Topcode-matrix groups and
graph groups (Abelian additive groups on Topsnut-gpws), and
so on. Using the elements of a group encrypts the vertices and
edges of a network.
(ii) If a graph set G(Tcode), in which each graph has its
Topcode-matrix Tcode, admits a connection between elements
of G(Tcode), so this connection and G(Tcode) can be used to
encrypt a network.
(iii) Use a group set F with its elements are various groups
introduced here to encrypt a network N (t), any pair of two
elements of F is equivalent to each other, such as equivalent
Abelian additive groups on Topsnut-gpws.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Motivated from convenient, useful and powerful matrices
used in computation and investigation of today’s networks, we
have introduced Topcode-matrices that differ from popular ma-
trices applied in linear algebra and computer science. Topcode-
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matrices can use numbers, letters, Chinese characters, sets,
graphs, algebraic groups etc. as their elements. One important
thing is that Topcode-matrices of numbers can derive easily
number strings, since number strings are TB-paws used in
information security. And we have obtained several operations
on Topcode-matrices, especially, our additive operation and
subtractive operation help us to build up every-zero Topcode-
matrix groups and every-zero number string groups, and so
on.
Topsnut-matrices, Topcode-matrices, Hanzi-matrices, ad-
jacency ve-value matrices and pan-Topcode-matrices have
been discussed. Particular Topcode-matrices introduced here
are graceful Topcode-matrix, set-ordered graceful Topcode-
matrix, odd-graceful Topcode-matrix, set-ordered odd-graceful
Topcode-matrix, elegant Topcode-matrix, edge-magic total
Topcode-matrix, odd-edge-magic total Topcode-matrix, edge
sum-difference Topcode-matrix, strongly graceful Topcode-
matrix, strongly odd-graceful Topcode-matrix, (k, d)-graceful
Topcode-matrix, and so on. Some connections between these
Topcode-matrices have been proven. The definition of a topo-
logical graphic password (Topsnut-gpw) is: A Topsnut-gpw
consists of a no-colored (p, q)-graph G and an evaluated
Topcode-matrix Tcode such that G can be colored by Tcode.
No doubt, Topcode-matrices will provide us more new things
in operations, parameters and topics of graph theory.
For further investigation of Topcode-matrices we propose
the following questions:
Question 1. Characterize a Topcode-matrix Tcode such
that each simple graph G derived by Tcode (that is Avev(G) =
Tcode) is connected.
Question 2. Each graceful Topcode-matrix Tcode (resp.
each odd-graceful Topcode-matrix) corresponds a tree admit-
ting a graceful labelling (resp. an odd-graceful labelling) when
|(XY )∗| = q+1 = |E∗|+1. Conversely, each tree corresponds
a graceful Topcode-matrix (resp. an odd-graceful Topcode-
matrix). We conjecture: Each tree with diameter less than three
admits a splitting graceful (resp. odd-graceful) coloring. Some
trees were shown to support this conjecture in [18].
Question 3. Find a set of Topcode-matrices T 1code, T 2code,
. . . , Tmcode, such that there exists a transformation Fi,j holding
T jcode = Fi,j(T
i
code) for any pair of i, j ∈ [1,m], see some
examples shown in the proof of Theorem 11.
Question 4. A Topcode-matrix Tcode defined in Definition
4 corresponds a graph. We have a transformation T ′code =
f(Tcode) by a function f : x′i = f(xi), e
′
i = f(ei) and
y′i = f(yi) with i ∈ [1, q] such that x′i, e′i, y′i are non-negative
integers, where T ′code = (X
′ E′ Y ′)T . There are: (c-1) x′i 6= y′i
for each (x′i e
′
i y
′
i)
T ; (c-2) e′i 6= e′j if both e′i, e′j have a
common end. We call T ′code a v-proper non-negative integer
Topcode-matrix of Tcode if (c-1) holds true, an e-proper non-
negative integer Topcode-matrix of Tcode if (c-2) holds true, a
ve-proper non-negative integer Topcode-matrix of Tcode if both
(c-1) and (c-2) hold true. Let ∆(Tcode) = max{|Nei(wi)| :
wi ∈ (XY )∗}, find:
(1-1) The number χ = min max(X ′Y ′)∗ over all v-
proper non-negative integer Topcode-matrices of Tcode. It was
conjectured that χ ≤ d∆(Tcode)+|(X′Y ′)∗|2 e (Ref. [6]), where
T ′code = (X
′ E′ Y ′)T is a maximum clique Topcode-matrix
of Tcode.
(1-2) The number min max(X ′Y ′)∗ over all v-
distinguishing Topcode-matrices that are v-proper non-
negative integer Topcode-matrices of Tcode.
(1-3) The number min max(X ′Y ′)∗ over all adjacent
v-distinguishing Topcode-matrices that are v-proper non-
negative integer Topcode-matrices of Tcode.
(2-1) The number min max(E′)∗ over all e-proper non-
negative integer Topcode-matrices of Tcode.
(2-2) The number χ′as = min max(E
′)∗ over all adjacent
e-distinguishing Topcode-matrices which are e-proper non-
negative integer Topcode-matrices of Tcode. It was conjectured
that χ′as ≤ ∆(Tcode) + 2 (Ref. [26]).
(3-1) The number χ′′ = min max(X ′Y ′)∗ ∪ (E′)∗ over all
ve-proper non-negative integer Topcode-matrices of Tcode. It
was conjectured χ′′ ≤ ∆(Tcode) + 2.
(3-2) The number χ′′as = min max(X
′Y ′)∗∪ (E′)∗ over all
adjacent total-distinguishing Topcode-matrices which are ve-
proper non-negative integer Topcode-matrices of Tcode. It was
conjectured that χ′′as ≤ ∆(Tcode) + 3.
Question 5. Let G(Tcode) be the set of graphs correspond-
ing to a graceful/odd-graceful Topcode-matrix Tcode. (i) There
exists at least a simple graph (having no multiple-edge and
self-edge) in G(Tcode). (ii) If there is a graph H ∈ G(Tcode)
holding |V (H)| ≥ |V (G)| for any G ∈ G(Tcode), so
H is a tree. (iii) What connections are there among the
graphs of G(Tcode)? (vi) If |V (H∗)| ≤ |V (G)| for a graph
H∗ ∈ G(Tcode) and any G ∈ G(Tcode), then H∗ has no
two vertices u, v holding f(u) = f(v) true, where f is a
graceful/odd-graceful labelling of H∗.
Question 6. Find conditions to two Topcode-matrices
Tcode(G) corresponding a graph G and T ′code(H) correspond-
ing a graph H , such that G ∼= H if C(c,l)(a,b)(Tcode(G)) =
T ′code(H) defined in (7).
Question 7. [25] For three given positive integers
M,m,n, any infinite non-negative integer string {ap}∞1 con-
tains m (≥ 4) non-negative integer string segments Hi =
ai,1ai,2 . . . ai,n with i ∈ [1,m], and these non-negative integer
strings form a number string group based on the additive
v-operation: There are a sequence r1, r2, . . . , rb and a fixed
k ∈ [1,m] such that
[ai,rt + aj,rt − ak,rt ] (mod M) = aλ,rt (58)
where λ = i+ j − k (mod M) ∈ [1,m] and t ∈ [1, b].
(7.1) [25] Does any Chinese paragraph appear in an infinite
string of Chinese characters? We can prove a simple result
about this problem:
Theorem 15. There exists an infinite number string of num-
bers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 such that it contains any number
string k(1) k(2) · · · k(mk) of numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, each k(j) = ak(j)bk(j)ck(j)dk(j) with j ∈ [1,mk] is the
subscript of a Chinese character Hak(j)bk(j)ck(j)dk(j) in [13].
Proof. As known, “GB2312-80 Encoding of Chinese charac-
ters” in [13] contains M = 6763 Chinese characters, where
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each Chinese character Habcd has its own code abcd of
numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Let Tb(Hanzi) be an infinite
string of numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and let Gk =
Hk(1)Hk(2) · · ·Hk(mk) be a paragraph written by mk Chinese
characters defined in [13], we call mk to be the length of the
Chinese paragraph Gk, where k(j) = ak(j)bk(j)ck(j)dk(j) with
j ∈ [1,mk]. So, we have 2M ·mk paragraphs with length mk,
each Gk can be expressed as a number string
k(1)k(2) · · · k(mk) = ak(1)bk(1)ck(1)dk(1)
ak(2)bk(2)ck(2)dk(2) · · · ak(mk)bk(mk)ck(mk)dk(mk)
with 4mk bytes. We insert k(1) k(2) · · · k(mk) into
Tb(Hanzi), the new number string contains all Chinese para-
graphs written by Chinese characters Habcd with code abcd
defined in [13], also, contains Tb(Hanzi). The proof of this
theorem is complete
Theorem 16. There exists an infinite sequence of numbers 0,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 such that it contains each number string
group based on the additive v-operation “⊕” defined in (19)
and (20), or the subtractive v-operation “	” defined in (25)
and (26).
In fact, let Seque = {xi}∞1 be an infinite sequence with
xi ∈ [0, 9], and let Si = aiai+1ai+2 · · · ai+m be in an every-
zero number string group {Fm;⊕} (resp. {Fm;	}). We insert
each Si into Seque to get a new infinite sequence S∗eque.
(7.2) Does any infinite number string S∗ of umbers 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 contains any number string S∆ = k(1) k(2)
· · · k(mk), that is S∆ ⊂ S∗, where each
k(j) = ak(j)bk(j)ck(j)dk(j)
with j ∈ [1,mk] to be a Chinese character defined in [13]?
(7.3) Is any infinite triangular planar graph 4-colorable?
Does any infinite triangular planar graph admitting a 4-
coloring contain any planar graph having finite number of
vertices? Here, an infinite triangular planar graph has infinite
vertices, no outer face (or, its outer face degrades into the
infinite point) and each inner face is a triangle. See an infinite
triangular planar graph with a 4-coloring is shown in Fig.40,
so any infinite triangular planar graph admitting a 4-coloring
can be tiled fully by four triangles of Fig.40(a). It may be
interesting to study infinite planar graphs, or other type of
infinite graphs.
Question 8. For a set {xi,j : i ∈ [1,m], j ∈ [1, n]}, we
write a string S = xi1,j1xi1,j1 · · ·xip,jp with p = mn, and
xis,js 6= xit,jt if one of is 6= it and js 6= jt to be true. If
any pair of two consecutive elements xik,jkxik+1,jk+1 holds
|ik − ik+1| ≤ 1 and |jk − jk+1| ≤ 1 true, we call S an
adjacent string. Find all possible adjacent strings for the given
set {xi,j : i ∈ [1,m], j ∈ [1, n]}.
Question 9. Every tree T of p vertices corresponds an
every-zero Topcode+-matrix group {Fp;⊕} with p ≥ 1, such
that T has a ve-graceful evaluated coloring on {Fp;⊕}.
Question 10. Suppose that a graceful Topcode-matrix
Tcode corresponds a set F (Tcode) of graphs, where F (Tcode) =
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Fig. 40. A process of constructing an infinite triangular planar graph
admitting a 4-coloring.
{G : Avev(G) = Tcode}. Find some connection among the
graphs of F (Tcode).
Question 11. For a given odd-graceful Topcode-matrix
Tcode, find all Topcode-matrices T kcode such that (Tcode, T code)
to be pairs of twin odd-graceful Topcode-matrices.
Question 12. If the elements of the graph coefficient ma-
trix Agraph defined in (48) forms a graph group, how about
the graph vector Y (L) in (49)?
Question 13. As known, a graph G with a color-
ing/labelling has its own Topcode-matrix Avev(G), and
Avev(G) derives M number strings T
j
b (G) = a1a2 · · · an
with j ∈ [1,M ]. Conversely, each number string T jb (G) =
a1a2 · · · an should reconstruct the original graph G. Does any
number string produce a graph?
Question 14. Observe Fig.41, we define a multiple-edge
complete graph K∗n of n vertices in the way: vertex set
V (K∗n) = {xi : i ∈ [1, n]}, and edge set
E(K∗n) =
⋃
i,j∈[1,n],i6=j
Eij ,
where Eij = {esij = xixj : s ∈ [1,mij ]} with mij ≥ 1.
Thereby, a multiple-edge complete graph K∗n of n vertices
has M edges in total, where M =
∑
i,j∈[1,n],i6=jmij . How
to split the vertices of a multiple-edge complete graph K∗n
of M edges into a previously given n-colorable simple graph
G of M edges? Conversely, it is nor hard to v-contract the
vertices of a n-colorable simple graph to obtain a multiple-
edge complete graph of n vertices. (1) Suppose that K∗n is a
public key, then it is not easy to find a private key in coding
theory. (2) A maximal planar graph can be contracted into a
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multiple-edge complete graph K∗4 , so it may be interesting to
find conditions for K∗4 , such that K
∗
4 can be v-split into any
given maximal planar graph. If this problem holds true, we
get a method to prove 4CC (Ref. [21]).
(c) (d)
4H K

(c) (d)
Fig. 41. A 4-colorable maximal planar graph G can be contracted into
a multiple-edge complete graph K∗4 , conversely, K∗4 can be v-split
into G. The graph W is obtained from G by the 2-degree v-splitting
operation, and T obtained from G by a series of v-splitting operations
is a tree with maximum leaves.
Let P = xyz be a path of 2 length in a planar graph
G. We split y into two y′ and y′′, such that Nei(y) =
Nei(y
′) ∪ Nei(y′′) with x, z ∈ Nei(y′) (it is allowed that
Nei(y
′′) = ∅), and add three edges y′y′′, xy′′ and zy′′, the
resultant graph (G ∧ y) + {xy′′, y′y′′, zy′′} is still a planar
graph, and has a rhombus xy′zy′′ (see Fig.42). So we have
another way for showing possibly 4CC the rhombus expanded-
contracted operation system introduced in [24]. One example
about the rhombus expanded-contracted operation system is
shown in Fig.43.
We have known that a Topcode-matrix may corresponds two
or more colored graphs, so Theorem 11 means that a collection
of colored graphs corresponding an A-type Topcode-matrix
is equivalent to another collection of colored graphs cor-
responding a B-type Topcode-matrix. Topcode-matrices will
distribute us more applications for security of networks and
information, since a Topcode-matrix may corresponds many
colored/labelled graphs, also, Topsnut-gpws. Topcode-matrices
have contained many unsolved mathematical problems, so they
can force attackers to give up breaking down networks as the
sizes of Topcode-matrices are enough larger.
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Fig. 42. The rhombus expanded-contracted operation system intro-
duced in [24], where the vertex y is split into y′ and y′′ from (a) to
(b), and the vertex y′ is split into y1 and y2 from (b) to (c); conversely,
identifying two vertices y1 and y2 into one vertex y′ from (c) to (b),
identifying two vertices y′ and y′′ into one vertex y from (b) to (a).
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Fig. 43. A maximal triangular planar graph admitting a 4-coloring
obtained by the rhombus expanded-contracted operation system in-
troduced in [24].
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